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Bill Accepted Carrying Appropriation
of $191,358,848 for Service.
Washington, March o—Hereafter
government officials will not be al-
,lowed to send furniture, heavy re-
çorts and the like through the mails
tinder the franking privilege. This
was agreed upon by the house post-
office committee in deciding to report
favorably the bill carrying $191,358,-
• 848 for the postal service. The bill
provides no government department
or official can frank anything through
the mail which an individual cannot
snail at regular postal rates. Com-
mittees, organizations or associa-
tions of citizens are also denied the
franking privilege.
Members of the committee believe
a great saving will result to the gov-
ernment in freeing the mails front
supplies of a nature which depart-
n cuts have been 'permitted to frank,




Measure Fixing Maximum ),Charges
Will Be Favorably Reported to
• CousiciL
Louisville, Ky., March 9.—When
the council meets March 2o the or-
dinince which has been pending in
the lower board providing for the
regulation of telephone rates will be
reported favorably with several slight
amendments. The chan s ha
the rates so that those, ñtablIöhcd in
the charter of 'the Rome Telephone
company will be the legal standard
in this city. The rates which will be
reported are as follows:
For private lines to business
houses, not more than $4 a month;
for party lines eo business boosts,
not more than $2 a month; for pr.v-
ate lines to residences, not more than
$a .a month; for party lines to resi-
dences, not more than $1.50 a month.
The ordinance is confessedly to
put, all the companies operating in
the city :on the .same level, and so
compel uniform rates to be charged.
Agitation has been made to this end
fur !evert] s'e;tre, rt,(I the sentirre..t
ui the itawkr board appears to be
such that the ordinance, which has
been in i.e lands of the revision
committee, is likely to pass.
The measure as originally drafted
made a more radical cut in the rates
but it was thought best, for the pur-
pose of safety and in order that the
constitutionality of the ordinance
might not be questioned, to, make
the rate reasonably low.
LAW UPHELD
MORE BY THE INDEPENrDENT
PRESS THAN ANY
FORCE.
High Tribute Paid by Judge Barker
in Decision in Libel
Cace.
Judge Henry S. Barker, in an opinr-
ion which he handed down several
days ago, in the Kentucky Court of
Appeah, pays high tribute to the
press of the state and ..-..:untry. The
case was an appeal from the decision
of the Bell Circuit Court in a suit
for libel against a dilly newspaper.
In his opinion Judge Barker says:
"It thus appearing from appellant's
petition that all of the publication
concerning his being indicted was ab-
solutely true in fact, except that all
of his friends were not unable to
locate him, but that some of them
knew where he was at the time of the
publication, what is there left upon
which he can base his right to re-
cover of the appellee? He was a
public officer, and had been indicted
by the grand jury in the county of
hia residence, charged with a grave
infraction of the election law. It was
a matter of great public interest, and,
(Continued on Page Five.)
RED MAN'S HOME
FOR PADUCAH
Last evening at the Red Men's
lodge meeting in their hall on North
Fourth street, all arrangements were
completed for the big gathering they
will hold the evening of March 23rd
for the purpose of thoroughly dis-
cussing the question of supporting
the state movement for establish-
ment of a Widow's Ind Orphan's
(Home that will be maintained by the
lodges over the conuntniwealth. The
session is expected to be the most
interesting one ever held here as
beside every Padocalt member, a
number of outsiders will be present,
and a rousing gathering conducted.
Last evening the following pro-
gramme was decided oat for that im-
portant occasion.
' Kindling of Coupe Fire at 8
o'clock. • ..
"Resolved—Is It Or 'Not Advisable
For the Great Council of Kentucky
to Establish The Widow's and ..Or-•
phan's Home." Spealdera—Great
Sacham Louis L. ebout. Great Rep-
resentative Mielvin B. Wallerstein,
and Chief R. 'J. Barber.
• Tull' discussion of question by en-
tire tribe.
Quenching of -Cornett- Fire.
Refreshments, Judgn R. Light-
foot, toastmaster.
Besides the Paducah brethren, the
new Murraly, Ky.. lodge of Too
'strong will he invited to come here
and participate in the gathering, so
as to giVe their views on the issue
that is agitating the Red Men over
the entire state. This tribe at that
neighboring city is namied "Paduka"
complimentary to this place, as a
large delegation of local brethren
went down and instituted the order
last year.
Great Juniott &wet:note Robert
Lee Page, of Louisville will alsd be
here for the discussions, is will Mr.
tH C. Yotmker of Hiardiasburg, Ky..
who is the secretary of the Widow's
and Orphan's committee by the state
council at its gathering last year in
Frankfort. -
''All the Padticah members are
unanimous in favor of establishing
the home, and are leading the fight
over the 'state for excellent inatitu-
tion wherein can be cared for the
Widow's and Orphan's of deceased
members who left the families unable
to properly care for themselves. At
present the families arc maintained
out of funds set apart for this pur-
pose, but all realize the home idea the
best.
The Padsicah brethren will in-
struct their representative from here
to the state Meeting at Frankfort in
Mit), to Cast this city's lodge vote in
favor of the home question and to
also do missionary work' amongst
other delegates who are opposed to
the project. In addition to wanting
the institution created this city will
make a srong fight for it to be lo-
aated here, arrangements now being
well under way to offer handsome
indkicemtnt for installation of the
home at this place.
The stZtte council a year or so ago
ordered the home started, bat the
opponents to the move carried it to
the great council of the United
States, and that body decided the
Kentucky council could not establish
the institution in the manner sug-
gcsteds which 'was to make a per
capita assessment on every subor-
dinate lodge. Now tthe question has
to be gone over, again, but the radia-
nt> -brethren do not believe there is
any chance for its defeat.
Mr. L. L. Behrout of this city re-
turned yesterday from Louisville,
where he held a meeting of the ad-
ministration officers of the state
council. He is the great Sachem for
Kentucky, and they spent several
days at the Falls City talking over
matters for welfare of the organiza-
tion. The commonwealth now has
over To,000 Red Men, while since Mr.
Befiout became the executive head
last year, thirty-five new lodges have
been started, and now flourish with
large and healthy memberships,
which bespeak much credit for his
progressive and forward administra-
tion.
The Paducah members are contem-
plating starting another .mieerill5ership
contest, but will not definitely decide
on this proposition for a few weeks
, yet. They conducted a very success-
ful one some montlic ago, and
through it built up the lodge until
it is about as large as shy other local
order, the affiliates numbering sev-
CONTRACT CLOSED
s 





this Company Has Been Showing
On the Gulf Coast Since
April.
SAID TO BE THE
BEST ON THE ROAD
After figuring for many weeks on
the proposition the' Paducah Carni-
val Association people 'last evening
at a meeting in Hotel Lagomarsino, BRICKYARDS
on Second and Broadway, closed the
contract for their attractions that
are to be here during the weeks' fes-
tival this coming spring. The com-
pany getting the contract to supply
the different features for the enter-
tainment is the "Cosmopolitan and
Wild West Amusement company,"
which is recognized as one of the
largest anywhere out on the road.
The superior character of their
VOL 22 NO. 266
and also :chairman of the executive
committee, last night stated that it
had been' fully decided to -give the
festival this year at the same old
place on the commons at Twelfth
and Trimble streets, where it has
&en conducted for a number of
years. For a while it was said that
the festival may be cOnverted into WESTERN
an affair like Intir years ago, when
the shows were placed at the corners
of the streets down in the business
section of the city, and the entertain
ment in that manner made a street
fair. The promoters have dropped General Manlger Bleecker
this, though, and fully decided to
give it at Twelfth and Trimble.
Mr. Haas last evening informed
the Paducalians, and this was borne
"DEAD" POLES
UNION nT.PI7C1)
'TO DO THIS Isa" BOAR.")
OF WORKS.
(Contineedi on Page Eight.)
WORLD OF
Is Making
Drawing, Showing All City
Poles Used by Him.
At the special meeting the board oi
worlds held yesterday afternoon to •
dispose of -everal matters left over TRANsFER sTAtas
are erected. This rotation was, re-
ferred to City Engine ek Washington.
There was ordered renewed for the
balance of this year the contract 'with
the supply furnishing the city with.
carbons used in the street corner arc




San Francisco, March 9.—The Chi-
nese crews of the Pacific mail steam-
ers have been caught while smug-
gling rifles and ammunition into
China.
Twenty-two rifles and . 20.000
rounds of ammunition were found on
the steamer Manchuria, and it is
thought that more will be discover-
ed.










shows is attested by the fact that
they have never stopped since start-
ing out on the road last April, they
showing every week during the win-
ter in cities down upon the Gulf
Coast where it was warm enough:
for this. They have fourteen paid
attractions and three free perform-
ances.
The company ranks as a leader,
which fact is proven by the encourag
ing repots received from them at
every city they have showed. They
'pent four weeks alone in New Or-
leans and played to heavy patronage,
while this week they were at Vicks-
burg, Miss. From there they go to
'adman, Miss., for a week, then to
Greenville, Miss., for a week. At
the latter place, when their week's
xhibition is over they lay up for two
weeks to overhaul their troupe,
which naturally needs this after a
constant stay on the road for ten or
eleven morths. Starting out from
Greenville they go to Montgomery.
Ala., Birmingham, Ala., and other
points before coming back to Mem-
phis, Tenn. From the latter city
they come here, but the date has not
yet been settled for the fstival.
Mr. Rodney Davis, of the local
carnival promoters, went to Vicks-
burg to witness the attractions of
this concern, which he found to be
the best ever before shown in this
section of the country. He returned
yesterday and at Memphis, Tenn.,
was met by Mr Bert Haas, the man
ager of the company, who accompan
ied Mr. David back to this city. Last
evening a meeting of the local asso-
ciation was called at the hotel, and
after a conference with Mr. Haas
his company was given the contract,
it3 proposition being s most lucra-
tive one for'ehe Paducahans as re-
gards the profit division. Mr. Haas
left this morning St 4 o'clock for
Memphis, out of winch place he is
working in advance of .his company.
Mr. I- A. Lagomarsino, the direc-




Several Renters at The' issiner Will
Have to Vacate If Changes Made
—Other Business News.
One week from next Monday the
big Katterjohn brickyards on South
Thirteenth street will be resumed for
the spring and summer, in order to
get a large supply of brick on hand
before there gets here 'weather that
will start off with a 'rush the build-
i6g operations. The other 'brickyards
are preparing to start up also for the
coming building season,
WIN Have to Moire.
By the new management of The
Palmer placing the dining room on
the Broadway side of the first floor
this meau. that Tailor Harmeling
and Florist Brimeon will have to
move their establishments, but they
have not ro been given notice to
vacate, an s willnot, until Mr. Mur-
phy, the iv inanagq...044,400..
They rent '1 the month, int" arill be
given ample tine in which to select
other locations. Dili. Stutz of The
Columbia, has a lease on his rooms,
and it does not expire for some
months yet, but it is not thought he
Will have to give up the quarter at
all, as the hotel has no need for this
corner.
lbring Stocks.
Everywh4e in the city it can be
noticedi conSiderable activity prevails
amongst the merchants wbo.lira hav-
ing their spring stocks brought down
to the first and second. floors for dis-
play. Spring weather is approaching
and the heavy or winter goods have
been gathered up aid stored away,
and the spring stock brought out.
The merchants do not expect any
good spring rash until sometime
neat month, it taking the next few
weeks to get things in shape for the
summer trade.
Locate In Oklahoma.
Mr. Mike Diemen and wife leave on
the 2oth of this month, for Oklaho-
ma where they may take up their
home and reside.
Mr. Iseman is one Of the city's
(C6ntinued on Page Eight.)
NO CLASH WITH
THE "FIG TAILS"
San Francisco, March co.---“There ing against those who have in van -
will be no war between the United
States and China," said Maj.-Gen.
Henry C. Corbin upon his snivel
**from the Orient on the steamer Ko-
rea yesterday. "So far as I have
been able to observe, the reported
disturbances in China have been
grossly exaggerated, and conditions
are not nearly so alarming as one
'would be led to suppose from reports
that have been published throughout
the Western world.
"That there have been disturbances
is quite true, but I do not think they
will break the peace of China and
the United States or any other na-
tion.
All Foreigners.
"The feeling against Americans in
China does not exceed that entertain
ad toward all other foreigners, and,
ar I understand the situation, the
anti-foreign feeling is due in a. large
measure to the- exploitation of busi-
ness enterprises which the' Chinese
feel sure should be controlled by






ud abrogated and vest-
ed in their `own people. They are
willing to refund to foreign investors
the money they have spent in their
country; in fact, this was 'done in the





the coany usetrdeetshese poles ago
wires, but in coming down into the
city, changed their route and came
around by some side streets. When
these new poles and wires were com-
pleted and put into service, the old Judge
ones on Broadway were discontinued,
but never removed from the thor-
oughfare. As they are of no use and
in addition add to the unsightly con-
dition on occasioned by a profusion
of poles, the board ordered their im-
mediate removal.
Regarding the street car company
having attached its s-panwires to
many city light poles around the
city, General Manager John S.
Bleecker of the traction line, notified
the board he was having a drawing
made, showing every city pole used
around town. When this is done,
the authorities will then look further
into the matter of the company using
the city poles. It is as yet undecided
whether they have permission to do
tit's.
Bleecker asked permission of
•the board to put five more poles on
Third, between Broadway and Ken-
tucky avenue, and four more on
Fourth, between BeoldwaY and ten-
tacky, for use of his car line. When
he gets these new ones up, he then
-wants to take down two of tbe jod
kiniee-eirelehle-iriwin1W-81
on on Fourth, he having no further
needr for the latter when the new one>
"Aside from the chief Oource of
anti-foreign feeling the troubles in
China are due to the presence of the
missionaries. I was assured by a
very prominent Chinese that the Chi-
nese people .are not at all friendly
to the presence of foreign miasion-
aties.
"They resent the efforts of the
missionaries to force a lot of new
creeds on their people. The Chinese
have ,perhaps a more fired religious
blief than any other people in the
world, and they look upon the re-
(Continued on 'rage- Five.)
FEDERAL COURT WILL TRY
SLAUGHTER SUIT FOR
DAMAGES.
Reed Will Return Today From
Benton, Where He Is Holding
Court.
Yesterday the appellate court or
the state rendered an opinion order-
ing that there be tried in the United
States court, and not the local circuit
tribunal, the $to,000 damage suit of
Frank Slaughter against the N., C.
& St. L. Railroad company.
Slaughter was learning the N., C.
& St. L. road to become a flagman.
One day while down the division, he
got off the freight train at a stop
and when the engineer started he ran
And tried to leap aboard the rapidly
moving caboose. He vias thrown
under the wheels and his leg cut off.
He sued in the state court here for
$10,000 damages but the -road got it
transferred to the • federal court.
Slaughter's lawyers carried the trans-
fer order to the appellate
which now decides that Uncle Sam's
tritnittal it the proper place for the
*tiff gitioti. 'be tried.
(Continued on Page Five.)
AMERICAN TROOPS
EXTERMINATE MOROS
Manila, March 9.—An important
action between American forces and
hostile Moros has taken place near
Job. Fifteen enlisted men were
ed, a commissioned officer was
wounded, four enlisted men wet-
wounded and a naval contingent op-
erating with the military sustained
thirty-two casualties. The Moros
lost 600 "en killed.
Major-General Leonard Wood,
commander of the division of the
Philippines, reports as follows from
job, capital of the Sulu Islands:
"A severe action between troops,
a naval detachment and constabulary
and hostile Moros has taken place at
lount Dajo near Job. The engage-
ment opened during the afternoon of
March 6 and ended in the morning
0: March &
Up a Mountain.
"The action involved the capon,.
of Mbunt Dajo, a lava. cone 2,100
feet high with a crater at its sum-
mit and extremely steep. The last
-400- feet ware at an angle of 6o- dr-
grecs and there were fifty perpndic-
ular ridgs covered with a growth of
timber and strongly fortified and de-
fended by an invisible force of .Mo-
"The army casualties were fifteen
enlisted mene killed, four commission
ed officers And. 3o imitated ,,meia
wounded. The naval casualties num-
bered thirty-two. Ensign H. D.
Cooke, Jr., of the United States
steamer Pampanga, commanding th,
Pampanga fort, was severely wound-
ed and Coxswjn Gilmore was se-
verely wounded in the elbow.
"The constabulary casualties were
Capt. John R. White, wounded in the
thigh, severely; three enlisted -men
killed and thirteen wounded.
Tennessee Man.
"Capt. ryree Rivers sustained a
slight flesh wound in the thigh:
Lieut. Gordon was slightly wounded
in the right hand; Lieut Wylie T.
Conway of the sixth infantry was
slightly wounded in the left eye. 'All
the wounded are doing *elk ,
"Col. Jos. W. •Duncan of the sixth
infrantry directed the operations. All
the defenders of the Moro stronghold
were killed. Six hundred lx!idies were
found on the hold.
"The action resulted in th eitxtinc-
tion of a band of outlaws, who,
recognizing no chief, had been' raid-
ing friendly Metros and owing to
their defiance of the Atreeriean unto'
cultic* had stirred up a dangerous
condition of affairs."
SENSATIONAL
• TRAGEDY IN CITY
Of Chattapooga--Roswell Marshall
Shoots and Kills James Burdick.
Chatanooga, Tenn., March o.—Dur-
ing, the noon hour today Roswell
Marshall shot and killed James Bur-
dick on the most ,prominent busi-
ness corner in the city. The cause
is supposed to be an old disagree-
ment between the men, who were
neighbors. They inet in passing,
when Marshall drew a revolver and,
remarking, "D—n you, this is your
finish." began shooting, each ballet
taking effect; After being hit -the
second time Burdick attempted to
run and received a third wound, and,
facing about was shot in the throat,
dying in a kw moments. Marshall
surrendered to the authorities, saying
he was satisfied.
Marshall was formerly a salesman
Ain the "B. & E. retail house. Bur-
dick was, a clerk in the auditing de-




'Masked Men Overpdwered a Prises-
keeper and Released Convict.
Owingsville, Ky., March 9—A tel-
egram today from Beattyville; Lee-
county, states that five men' tbrced
John Baker, jailer of Owslea county.
to open the jail door and turned out
Ituran Brandenburg, sentenced to
18 years in the penitentiary for the
murder of Robert Lynch, then locked
the jailer in his own fail. The mask-





$1,too property on the North side 4"'•N Twelfth and t;ornmissi'oner2sSale,.. of Trimble between 
CITY'S POLES
MR. GEORGE WALLACE SAYS
THEY WERE UP WHEN HE
TOOK CHARGE.
The Matter Will Have to Be More
Thoroughly looked Into the
City Officials.
Mr. George C. Wallace has re-
turised from Cuba and yesterday said
he thought all along that the street
ear company had legal right to at-
tach its span or crosswires to the
city's electric light poles, and does
not yet know anything to the con-
trary, as he has not fully looked into
the franchise and ordinances along
this line. He continued that when
he came into management of the
company about five years ago, the
line had span-wires everywhere at-
tached to the city's light poles, and
paid the annual rental charged by the
municipality for this privilege. If
the company has no right to do this.
he does not know how it happened
that the custom was started by the
car line which has passed from his
'management into Stone & Webster's
Sin&
The car line has its spanwires at-
tached to hundreds of city light poles
around town, and at many places
this heavy weight pulls the posts over
out of alignment, as the poles can-
not hold up and retain its straight
position, with there pulling down
contently the big trolley wire that is
held, up by the erosswires above the
center of the street. Tic board of
works contends that the car line has
not authority to attach these span-
wires to the public poles, as their
franchise permits them to attach the
feed wires only, and then in cose of
emergency, say for instance where a
city pole is nearby, and it is not con-
venient for the line to erect one of
its own posts.
On the board bringing up the un-
authorized action of the line they
held a conference with General Man-
ager John S. Bleecker of the trac-
tion company, to see what he in-
tended doing regarding moving the
wires if necessary Mr. Bleeeker asked
That the return of MT. WIallace be
awaited so it could be ascertain, if
possible. how the street car people
ever started the custom of attach-
ing spanwires to the public poles.
Mr. Bleecker does not know by what
authority this was done in the past,
as his people only biosight the sys-
tem last fall, and be knows of
nothing transpiring in this regard
theretofore. Mr. Wallace says the
wires were up when he took charge
five years ago and he presumed some
ordinance had been adopted, giving
them this right, if they paid the pole
rental to the city.
The board of works does not went
to do the car line any injustice. or
brogate any of their rights, but still
it does not want the heavy weight on
many of the poles because the latter
are liable to be pulled down.
If the company has authOrityi to
use these poles they want to estab-
lish it because they are now putting
up new wires all over town, and they
will be attached v.berever possible to
the city poles, if possible, otherwise
they will he disconnected from the
public posts.
THIRTY DAYS
ERNEST PORTER AND FRED
SMITH, COLORED, GIVEN
THAT TERM.
Judge Lightfoot Has Not Yet De-
cided the Baker vs. Iseman Suit
—County Assessment.
Ernest Porter and Fred Smith,
colored lads, were yesterday tried by
. Jude Lightt and ordered_ con-
Aneeihirty days in jail for stealing
some brasses from the Illinois Cen-
tral railroad yards
The kids were held over last Mon-
day by Judge Sanders in the police
court, and ordered to appear before
the circuit court grared jury, but as
It is one month before that tribunal
convenes here, Judge Lightfoot gave
die lads a hearing in the quarterly
court, and they got thirty days
apiece.
Not Yet Decided.
Judge Lightfoot has not yet de-
cided the suit of A. HL Baker against
: Mrs. Mike Ismail, wherein plaintiff
seeks to recover $26o worth of store
fixtures that Mirs: Isrman took for
rent Baker owed her, but which
Baker claims were exemption from
attachment and sale. By mistake it
was yesterday morning stated Biker
had paid his rent, when it should
have been he had not paid Mrs. Ise-
man the rent, henee her action to
collect it. •
Deeds Recorded.
There was lodged with the clerk a
'deed vsbereite Fannie and Frank,
Dunn sold to Ben H. Thomas for;
Thirteenth streets. Another deed
was filed showing Ben H. Thomas
had sold his property to G. V. May
for $1,400.
Notary Public.
Isla Ellis nied with the county
clerk yesterday her commission to
officiate as a notary public.
Forward Recapitulation,
Today or Mbnday County Clerk
Hiram Stnedley will send to the
state board of equalization at Frank-
fort, Ky., the recapitulation, showing
the valuation placed on city and
county property here for county and
state tax purposes. He has finished
making up the report which the
state body takes up and decides
whether or not the assessment as a









Chicago, March se—For a number
of hours Chicago was covered with a
pall of smoke which, coupled with
heavy clouds, made the day as dark
as night. At to:,.so o'clock all the
stores and offices in the business sec-
tion of the city were lighted as they
are at 6 o'clock on a day in mid-
winter. The darkness was the cause
of much trouble and delay in the
streets, and collisions were numerous.
The darkness brought business in the
stock yardis to a complete standstill
for a time. About to o'clock it be-
came so dark' that cattlemen were un-
able to distinguish their stock from
that owned by others. Prof. Cox of
the weather bureau said that the
darkness was due to haze freme the
lake, clouds and smoke, evhich the
absence of wind had allowed to
gather thickly in the atmosphere
SCHOOL GROUND
CITY ENGINEER WILL SUR-
VEY IT AND SETTLE CON-
TROVERSY.
Teachers Will Be Compelled to Noti-
fy Superintendent When They
Returned to Work.
City Engineer Washington willf
shortly surrey the Wlishington
school building grounds on West
Broadway to determine who owns a
certain strip of ground lying between
the school campus and Mrs. Kelly's
residence lot adjoining on the West.
Mks. Kelly claims the ground be-
longs to her and he has a perfect
right to build a bay 'window or any-
thing else out upon it, while the
school authorities contend the strip
belongs to them. Now in order to
bring to a close, the many month's
controversy over the question, the
city engineer has been asked to sur-
vey the ground and this will decide
to whom the strip belongs. and set
at rest all future complications in
this respect
Notify Superintendent.
All the teachers of the public
schools have been 'directed by the
trustees that when they recover front
a spell of sickness and are ready to
resume work of teaching their room
they most notify the superintendent
not later than 7:45 o'clock that morn-
ing so the superintendent will know
there will be no further need for the
substitute who filled the regular in-
structor's place during the others
sickness. By notifying the superin-
tendent in this manner at that hour,
Professor Lieb will not have the
substitute on down to the other
building, and then let her find out
when she gets there she is not
needed, as the regular teacher is
beck. As all the substitutes come
from the cadet class, composed of
high school pupils, this necessitates
them a long walk back to the Wash-
ington building, when they find they
MI in** if Hie other place.
Just a little telephoning can save all
this ,trouble, and the teachers have
been requested heretofore to do this,
but many disregarded it, therefore
the card makes it a rigid rule that
will have to be strictly abided by.
Principals' Meeting.
Yesterday afternoon Superintend-
ent Lieb, of the public eel-Poole, held
his regular meeting with the prin-
cipals at the Washington building,
-on West Broadway', and they talked
over their work of the past and out-
lined future details. The superin-
tendent spoke to the professors re- This eitill day of March, 1906.I,garding his rece trip to Louisville Hendrick, Miller & Marble Aftor-
whete lie attende the National as- treys.




In pursuance of a judgment of Mc-
Cracken Circuit Court, rendered at
its January term, 1906, in the action
of Willie W. Weeks, etc., petitioners
iqc parte, I will, on Monday, March
f2, Igoe (about the hour of ro o'clock
a. m.), 1906 (being County Court
day), at the Court House door in
Paducah', Kentucky, sell to the high-
est bidder on a credit of six months,
the foltowing described property,
viz:
The following described property,
situated in the city of Paducah Mc-
Cracken County, Kentucky:
Commencing at the northwest cor-
ner of block "D," as shown ih tht
map of the Suburban. Realty Com-
pany, as recorded in deed book 47.
page 476, in the McCracken County
Court Clerk's office; thence with
Jefferson street 176 feet to 22d street;
thence at right angles and towards
Monroe street 162 feet to a stake;
thence at right angles 176 feet to 21st
street; thence at right angles and
with 21st street 162 feet to Jefferson
street, the beginning corner; being
176 feet front on the north side of
Jefferson street by 162 feet deep along
ttke west side of 21St stceet, and be-
ing the same property conveyed to
\V. B. Weeks by J. P. Weeks and
others by their deed dated' August
31, 1896, and recorded in deed book
54, Page 53, McCracken County
Court Clerk's office.
Same to be sold for the purpose of
division and re-investment.
The purchaser will be required to
give bond with approved security,
bearing interest at 6 per cent. from
day of sale, having force of replevin
bond, on which execution may issue
when due.
This 9th day of March, rgo6.
Crice & Roes Attorneys.
CECIL REED, Master Corn.
Commissioner's Sale
In pursuance of a judgment of Mc-
Cracken Circuit Court, rendered at
its Jantsary term, 1906, in the action
of Lydia Armstrong, etc., plaintiff,
against James Armstrong, etc., de-
fendant, I will, on Monday, March
12th (about the hour of to o'clock
a. m.), 1936 (being County Court
day), at the Court House door in
Paducah, Kentucky, sell to the high.
e-st bidder, on a credit of six months,
the following described property,
viz:
A certain lot of ground in the city
of Paducah, McCracken County, Ken-
tacky, at the intersection of Ohio
and Eighth streets, and being lot No.
14, in block 26, and bounded as fol-
lows: Beginning at the southeast
corner of the intersection of Ohio
and Eighth streets, and running
thence with Eighth street towards
Tennessee street 43 1-3 feet; thence
at right angles and towards Seventh
street 16o feet, .more or less, to an
alley; thence with staid alley 43 1-3
feet 40 Ohio street; thence with
Ohio street to the beginning, and be-
ing the same property conveyed to
We said Anthony Armstrong by A.
S. _Ione( and wife by deed recorded
ill deed book "S," page 445, in the
McCracken County Court Clerk's
office.
Same to be sold for the purpose of
division.
The purchaser will be required to
give bond with approved 'security,
bearing interest at 6 per cent, from
day of sale, having force of replevin
bond, on which execution may issue
when due.'
This oth day of March, 1906.
Hendrick & Miller. Attorneys.
CECIL REED, Master Conn.
Commissioner's Sale
•
In pursuance of a judgment of Mc-
Cracken Circuit Court, rendered at
its January term, nob, in the action
of Henry Diehl, plaintiff, against
Lawrence Dallam, administrator,
Katie Beyer, defendant, I will, on
Monday, March 12th (about the hour
of to o'clock a. m.), Igoe (being
County Court day), at the Court
House door in Paducah, Kentucky,
sell to (the highest bidder, on. a credit
of six months, the following describ-
ed property, viz:
The undivided one-third interest
in 2 certain lot or parcel of land and
buildings thereon, lying on the east
side of Third street, in the city of
Padscatv, McCracken. County, Ken-
tucky, between Clark and Washing-
ton streets, designated on the map
of said city as lot No. 117, in block
Nio. 12, Old Town, fro'ntin'g on Third
street. 57g feet, and extending back
at right angles, the same width to-
wards Second street 1734 feet to an
alley, and being the same property
conveyed by W. J. Ammon and his
wife to Mks. Barbara Diellit by deed
dated November 14, 1867, recorded
in deed book "R," page 38f, in Mc-
Cracken Comety Court Clerk's office.
, To satisfy said judgment, interest
and cost, the purchaser will be requir
ed to give bond withapproVedsecurity
bearing interest at 6 per eint. from
day of sale, baying force of replevin
bond, on which execution may issue
when due. . •
IS A GRAND OLD RULER.
tallier Frans Josef, Simperer of Aim.
tria and King of Hun-
SwF-
Quite apart from the foolish praise
lavished span monarchs foe their
aughtest sets, says Pearson'S Maga-
zine, Kaiser Frans Josef, emperor of
Austria and king of Hungary, ruler of
a dozen states and SO peoples speaking
as many languages, is one of the most
remarkable figures in the civilised
world to-day, by reason of his great
age, his severe and simple life, the
tragedies of his family, and, above
all, the wonderful way he holds to-
gether the warring faction's within his
empire.
No other prince of the Hapsburg
house ever enjoyed such universal re-
spect and reverence, and whoever has
occasion to approach this "Grand OW
Man" among the monarchs of the
world is filled with enthusiasm for his
charm of manner, his democratic ap-
proachableness, his amazing frank-
ness and his sterling sense of justice.
This aged man, now neerly 75, works
ten hours a day and more at state and
military affairs, often contenting him.
self with a "quick lunch" brought to
him at the desk in his study. Franz
Josef to-day remains the same early
riser he was in the days of hie youth,
and summer and winter rises from his
little iron bedstead at the early hour
of half-past four. His toilet—bath-
ing, shaving and dressing—never
takes him longer than half an hour;
and as the emperor does not care for
civilian dress, he usually dons the
uniform of a colonel of one of his own
regiments. On his frequent shooting
expeditions, however, he wears the
coarse dress of Alpine Austria; and In
his study he appears in a short mili-
tary cloak, with a pestles' soldier's
cap.
Every act of this remarkable old
man's life is conducted with military
precision. On the very stroke of five
his breakfast—a cup of coffee, some
cold meat, and rolls—is brought him;
before six he I" in his study.
A casual glance might lead one to
third this was a cosy sitting-room,
with its dainty pictures, framed photo.
graphs and charming furniture; but
the big writing table in the window,
the bookshelves and the litter of
newspaper cuttings on tables, chairs
and floor reveal the room's true par-
pose
Jest above the emperor's writing
table hangs a portrait of his late eon-
sort, Empress Elisabeth, who was
stabbed to the heart with a file ty a
maniac anarchist in Geneva • few
years ago. Alas! this is but one o!' the
many dark tragedies that have over.
shadowed the unfortunate house oh
Hapsburg. In this study the emperor
works uninterruptedly until noon.
Bulky packets of papers and minis-
terial reports are read to him; and so
carefully does be go through this work
that he frequently pounces upon eon-
tradiceiona between clauses, which
have entirely escaped those who have
dratted the bill.
HEAPING INSULT ON INJURY
Neighborly - Borrowing Ins Its
Drawbacks as Is Rarity
Shown.
The Blanks, who lived on the third
Soot, had quarreled with the Dashes
who lived . on the second. It. un
fortunate affair had apparently ended
with the return of numerous household
articles which the thrifty Mrs. Dash
had borrowed from the easy.
going Mrs. Blank. The list, however,
did not include a French drip coffee
pot and a silk umbrella, and Mrs. Blank
vowed she would not lower heron to
ask even for her own property, relates
the New York World
Blank, being a man's man, kept out of
the quarrel, but Dash being more et- less
henpecked, was drawn into it by his
wife.
lie other night Blank came home to
find his wife in tears.
"Wh-what do you think, James?
That horrid Mr. Dash c-cut me dead
to-day."
"Oh, well, what do you care/ H
isn't worth noticing."
"It wasn't the cut, but the way he did
It." sobbed his wife. "Yon see their
window opens on the air-shaft and you
can hear every word they say when
you are going downstairs. I heard Mr.
Dash say to his wife: 'Minnie, whose
umbrella is this?' I could not catch
her answer, but he added: 'Oh, well.
I'll take it anyhow. Mine's at the office.'
'I bad to stop and speak to the janitor
'GO Mt. Distil and I came face to face on
the front steps, and he cut me—with my
own daughter's umbrella over his head.
Honest—his nerve—"
And her woe" were expressed in a
trash outburst of sobs.
Town for Lawyer's tee.
An old comrade of Private Daleell's
in Washington eounty, 0., sent for him
to try a case in 11170. The tale was tried
in a country schoolhouse. The suit was
of such a sort that an adverse judgment
woqld have put the defendant and his
wifi and seven Utile children on. the
road homeless and penniless. Mite!)
happened to win the ease. When the
justice of the peace announced the de-
cision the crowd rose and cheered, and
one bold fellow proposed they would
build a town on the spot sad call It
Dalsell, and It has been done—one of
the handsentest little villages In Ohio.
Bespoken.
"No, thank you," said. Miss De
Mute, "I don't carh to meet any new
young men."
"My!" exclaimed Miss Oaddis;
"you're select all of a sudden."
"No," replied Miss De Mure,
tog dreamily at her new ring; "I've




The most despised drudgery of housekeeping is the cars of the
several fires and the sweeping up of the ashes and dust they pro-
duce. Unless, of course, you own a
Hot, Water or Steam System
Only one fire then needed and no dust or ashes in the living
rooms. Estimates free.
d D. Hannan
Both Phones 201. 132 South F OUTth St., 325 Kentucky Avenue.nisissisassimmme-
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insurance
Office 3O6 Broadway Phones:Office 385—Residence 1696
Subscribe For The  Register
MAUI [FINER & CO.
Undertakers and Embalmers,




PADUCAH RiAi. IIIISTERN KEFITUCXY PAULI min
MONTHLY PAMIR? LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. inarrim
ICENTUCXY REALE:MATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LOT
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR LT.
IIMG •q W. WISITTZMOIUL. lassassasib.
Abram L. Well ec Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. - - Residence Phone 726
MIIIIMI.31463004.44••••••••••111111
Irfe CO U LSO N ,
•P MBE.
Steam'and Hot Water Heating.
none 133. 52 Broadway.
te....4.4.4.4.••••••••••••••••••4111111
..The Largest  Fortitoem
Is made up of single dollars
Open an account today




You can start for $1. We pay four









L. 0. STEPHENSON.WHEN AND WHERE
TO WORSHIP SUNDAY
Rev. W. H. Pinkerton returned
this morning at 4 o'clock from Pitts-
turg, Par where he went and de-
livered a lecture after closing his
'tprotracted meeting at Wilmington,
Ohio. He will remain here until
• .somttime next week visiting his wife
-and child before going to Pittsburg
to start his meeting there.
During the .Wilmington ,gathering
Dr. Pinkerton had about too conver-
sions and did great good, the chinch
being thronged to overflowing at ev-
ery sermon. He dosed his meeting
last Wednesday and went to Pitts-
1. ;re he delivorel
and then started back here for
short stay.
If possible he will be pressed into
service tomorrow at the Firet Chris-
tian church and preach, but it cannot
be told until today 'svhether he will
acquiesce. No services have been
hld at this church since he resigned
the first of this year, except during
the time he delivered sermons when
be cam back for visits.
Grace Episcopal
Scryices will be conducted tomor-
row morning and afternoon at Grace
Episcopal church by Reetor David
Wright.
Trimble Street Methodist.
' Rev. W. W. Armstrong, of the
Trimble street Methodist chureh has
been in Glasgom. Ky., this week, but
will return today and be in his pul-
pit tomorrow morning and evening.
Second Baptist.
'The Guilt of Sin Estimated" will
be the subject for Rev. E. H. Cun-
ningham tomorrow night at the Sec-
ond Baptist church. He has not yet
decided what theme he preaches on
at the morning hour.
First Presbyterian.
Rev. W. E Cave tomorrow morn-
ing at the First Presbyterian church
• will preach on "The Priesthood of
Christ," while his topic for the even-
ing hour has not yet been chosen.
At the morning worship the sacra-
ment of the Lord's Supper will be
-sellainistered.
Broadway Methodist
Rev T. J. Newell yesterday return-
ed from Fulton and Clinton, where
he has been the past few days on
business. He will preach tomorrow
morning at the Broadway Methodist
church on "The Hidden Child," while
his subject has not yet been chosen
Ice the evening worship.
German Evangelical.
German services viill be condected
tomorrow morning by Roy. William
Bourquin at the Evangelical church
on South Fifth street. The minister
speaks in the English language it
the evening hour, his topic being
"Divine Power," which is the second
of his series of sermons along this
line.
German Lutheran.
Rev. A. L. then, of the German
Lutheran church of South Fourth
street, conducts services tomorrow
morning in the German language and
in the English language at the even-
ing hour. Tomorrow afternoon at
2 o'clock A meeting of the regular
members of the congration, will be
held at the church building
Mechanicsburg Methodist.
Miss Lucy Lee Mahan, of London.
Ky.. will tomorrow morning com-
mence the series of protracted meet-
ings which will be held at the Me-
chaniceburg Methodist church. She
will be assisted by Rev. J. W. Can-
trill, and services will be held at zr
a. in. and 7:30 p. m. on Suhdays and
at 2:30 p. m. and 7:30 p. m. on week
days.
Tenth Street Christian.
"Praper" will be talked on tomor-
TOW morning at the Tenth Street
Christian church by Rev. D. W. Bass.
4' He has not selected his theme for
evening worship yet. Last Sunday a
collection was taken up for foreign
missionary purposes by this concre-
tion, while tomorrow another will be
e I taken up for the benefit of those
wanting to contribute, who were un-
able to attend last Sabbath.
mommemlion.
Mission Churches. ,
At 2:30 o'clock tomorrow after-
noon Sunday scbool services will- be
conducted at the Mechanicsburg
Christian church, while at the same
'hour Sunday school will be held at
the North Twelfth street Baptist
• mission. At 2:30 o'clock Sunday
•schoOi id44110t1Ft•IS ht,the Wilk Tan-
nessee street Methodist mieston, and
at 3:30 o'clock preaching will be hekl
.at the latter place.
- Noir at. Mobile.
Yesterday there arrived at Mobile,
Ala., Rev. J. L Stuart and, wife, who
weer here several weeks ago visiting
their son, Dr. David T. Steart. From
' here they went to Nashville, Tenn,
to visit and are now at Mobile,
wheer they remain for three months,
when they return here to again be
the guest of their son before depart-. •
ing for China to resume their for-
eign missionary work that has kept
them in that distant land for over
thirty years. Yesterday Dr. Stuart
received a message from his brother,
Rev. Latan Stuart, who is also sta-
tioned at Hong Chow, China, where
their parents reside. The brother in-
formed the physician that a fine boy
baby had arrived at the home of
Rev. Latan Stuart in that oriental
country. It was born February 9th.
The latter was here two years ago
sisiting his brother and filled the
First Presbyterian church pulpit
io
Third Street Methodist.
Rev. Peter Fields will be in his pul
pit tomorrow morning and evening
at .the Third street Methodist church.
He has not yet selected his themes
for discourse. Bids for the new
church to be constructed by this con-
gregation, will be taken shortly,
opened and the contract let to tic
lowest party proposing. Rev. Fields
wants to get work started on the
building just as soon as spring opens
so they can be in by next July.
Rescue Mission.
Tonight Closes the- second week of
the protracted meeting at the Rescue
Mission on South Third street, where
much good has been effected by Rev.
Chiles, Rev. Starr and the other
earnest workers. The public is cor-
dially invited to attend these gather-
ings. Work of raising subscriptions
to the fund to buy the building oc-
cupied by the church is progressing
well and satisfactorily and Rev.
Chiles does not think they will have
any trouble in getting enough to buy
tile property from the George Rock
estate.
Cumberland Presbyterian.
Sunday school at 9:30 a. m. Preach
ing at ii a. in. Junior Christian En-
deavor at 3 p. m. Senior Chr.stian
Endeavor at 6:30 p. m. Subject
"Witnessing for Christ." We very
greatly desire and expect very full
attendance at both these services. It
is a very sail fact that there are
more than 200 Cumberland Presby-
terians in the city of Paducah who
have not seen the inside of theit
church for the past twelve months.
Some have frankly confessed that
they have not been in any church in
four years. Some of these we find
to be "Chapelites," some "Reedites,"
some "Bachmanites" and some re-
semble very much the botanical, en-
tornoloyical or zoological "parasites."
To which class do you . belong
you are a Christian, brush the old
cobwebs out of your hair and thi
fight seriously for one hour over th
very solemn vows you assumed Wiese
you joined the church, in reference
to supporting its institutions and at
tending all of its regular services.
Now aren't you ashamed of your-
self! S. II. ESIIMAN.
LIFE-SIZE PICTURE.
Miss Hcward Completed Likewise of
Dr. D. G. Murrell.
Gleaves has finished framing
the life size picture of Dr. D. G. Mor-
rell, and the handsome likeness is
now at the fornner's cstabliihnient,
but will be taken to the physician's
home just as on as a place is
arranged for it.
The picture is a painting by Miss
Josephine Howard, the celebrated
artist who spent the past winter and
summer here with her brother, Chief
James Collins of the police force.
She has been living in Paris and
Philadelphia nearly all of her life.
'Where here she painted th?. life size
likeness of Dr. Murrell and it is an
excellent piece of handiwork.
WRECK TRAINS TO SEE FUN.
Four Youths Confess to Six Attempts
—Crave Scenes of Excitement.
New York, March 9.—Four young
men who were arrested near Passiac,
N. 'J., charged, with attempting to
wreck an eastbound Buffalo express
train on the Delaware, Lackawaria &
Western railroad today, have con
fcssed that this was their sixth at-
tempt at train wrecking.
All of the attempts were made in
the vicinity of Passiac. The youths
said the only reason for the acts
was a desire to witness the excite-
ment which would attend a wreck.
The Buffalo express today escaped
disaster by an exceedingly narreiw
margin. It was running nearly an
hour fate and at a high rate of
speed, when the engineer saw the
ebstructions on the track.
He succeeded in stopping the train
less than a car's length from where
a number of ties and iron fishplates
were tied on the track.,
William Crossley, familiarly knowo
as "Bill" Crossley, a well known
champagne salesman, with headquar-
ters in St. Louis, died of pneumonia
Louiscville, Ky.
Gov. Langhim, of Texas, has is-
sued a /special Proclamation setting
aside March as a* memorial day for
the late Gov. Hogg:
BY BARBI PAIN.
For some time the man had seemed
to be asleep. He sat back in one cor-
ner of the carriage, his eyes closed, thelower lip dropped, his. slack lingers
nursing an his lap the pipe that he
had relinquished. Opposite to him salt
his wile, a shrunken woman with tight
lips, fiat hair, and an anxious eye. AA
she watched him and pursued the traia
of her thoughts she now and then
shook her head as it with disapprovaL
She was naturally garrulous„ but was
restraining herself. As a girl she
had been rather pretty than not; none
could have guessed it now.
Suddenly the man sat up and
Opened his eyes; he tapped the bow:
of his pipe against his boot and be-
gan to refill it.
"You've had a nice sleep," said the
W0•11171.
Isle man seemed in no hurry to an-
swer. He was staring blandly at the
flat, sliding country as the local train
puffed and waddled on its slow way to
the sea. It was not until his pipe was
lit that he turned to her and told her
that he had not been asleep at all.
"Not been asleep?" she said, in a
high-pitched, aggrieved voice. "Well,
if I'd known that. Why, I've been par-
ticularly careful not to wake you all
this time."
"Thank you," said the man, without
enthusiasm. "Look here," he contin-
ued, meditatively, "when I was first
—er—taken ill, and you had to get me
signed up and put away—"
"Now, George, please don't remind
me," said the little woman, with some
appearance of distress.
"If I don't mind being reminded you
needn't," said the man, stolidly. "What
I want to know Is when I was taken
III was I in any way violent? Did I
want to do murder to anybody?*
"No; fortunately we were spared
that. You didn't even try to break up
the furniture. So far as your doing
any harm was concerned, I might have
kept you at borne all the time, only the
dieter said It wouldn't do. No; you
jest sat there smiling. You were a
millionaire, so you said. Ready yon
were to write checks for any sum I
might mention. And the things you
wire going to buy—well, there was no
!bait to them. You owned three gold
mines and I don't know what else. It
was perfectly horrible to listen to
you."
"Was Itr. said the man slowly.
"Well Its all over now. I'm sitting in
• third smoker, going to the seaside
on a fiver borrowed from my brother
sego didn't want to lend It. When
that's done I go back to work at two
quid a week."
"Yes, you know What your potation
is well enough now. You're as ease
as anybody, but think bow awful it
wss for me then." Once launched
noon the subject of which she had not
wished to be reminded she seemed
rather to like to dwell upon it; possi-
bly she would have welcomed
%lc that gave her natural garruIll
a chance "And that wasn't all I had
to put up with," she conttnaed. "Why
ac one tine you didn't know me—yois
celled me Dora.''
"Did I?" the man asked will Ilike
0111e211.
"Feu did Indeed—end that not once
nor 20 Maas; and all your talk was
Inv bits of a poetry book. My sister
was there at the time; I'm sure I don't
know how I should have got on with-
out her. She couldn't help hearing
what you were saying, and she asked
roe If you knew anybody of that name.
Of course I could tell her we did not
and that It was nut your light-head-
'anon. Never before nor sine* have
I known you to be so complimentary
as you were then. You said things
about my eyes and hair that were quite
beyond the mark. and Carrie a-id It
made her shudder to listen to them
Ar• you going to sleep again
George'!"
The man had fallen lock into his
former position. "No," he said wearily.
"Wouldn't be worth while. We shall
be there in five minutes. What do you
want to keep on about things for?"
"What" said the woman angrily. "I
do like that. Me keep on indeed! Pc]
like to know which of us it was that
started on the subject. Perhaps you'll
tnll me that."
The man remained with his eye
tinted, silent, his face impassive.
"No; you won't tell me because you
deren't. You know perfectly well it
was you who begun On IT Shit igiltiat
my wishes. I know I told you that I
pitted to talk about it. Not withstand-
'tsar which I began to answer your
eateistions in a civil way and get noth
ituf but abuse for my trouble. The fact
Is that you're not grateful to anybody
for anything. You're not grateful to
your brother for this money he's lent
us. No; if you were to meet the very
dostors that cured you you wouldn't
say as !such as a thank you." ,
For the first time the man smiled.
"AM right,'.' he said, "I dare say I was
a bit unreasonable. It's live, too. If I
,oseit those doctors I shouldn't thank
them.' E. -s
tr Tlet4train +Awed Into the etation.
TN sonn rose Iini lifted their shabby
leapp down tiim the rack. "No." he
Addli4.;ispeakiag ac it to himself. "I
Atlitrit should kill them."
-"What's that?" the woman asked
sbarpif.• •
"Never minds la re, catch hold of
that basket."—Tie tatter.
Fatherly Advice.
Daughter—This Osseo is realty my
very own, !isn't it, nape?
Pe.—Yea, my dear.
-And when I mart r, I can take it with
roe, can I?"
"Certainly, my et Id, but don't tell





Will be keenly appreciated
after a trial by people who suf-
fer from theadaches—severe or
mild, occasional or chronic.
Tilley never fail to
GIVE QUICK
RELIEF.







Illinois Central R. R.
The Illinois Central maintains dou-
ble daily service, and operates the
best of trains, with Dining Cars, Buf-
fet-Library Cars, Chair Cars and
Sleeping Cars, from Chicago, St.
Louis, Cincinnati and Louisville
rrad for reaching the Winter Tour
ist resorts of the South, including
New Orleans, Vicksbuig,
Gulfport, Miss., Hammond, La.
Mardi Gras at New Orleans Feb.
'o6. Gulfport is a Mexican gull
coast resort having the new, fine
"Great Southern" Hotel. Regular
ocean steamship sailings from Ness
Orleans for Mexico, Central Ameri-
ca, Panama, West Indies and Europe.
Send or call for descriptive matter
in regard to the above.
Havana Via New Orleans.
Havana, Cuba, is best reached via
the Illinois Central through service
to New Orleans and the new ocean
liner, twin-screw, nineteen knot
S. S. Prince Arthur
leaving New Orleans every Wednes-
day at coo p. m. and arriving at
Havana at suneise Friday morning.
Hot Springs, Ark., Florida.
Daily Sleeping Cot without change
Chicago to Hot Springs, with con-
nections at Memphis from Cincinnati
and Louisville.
Through "Dixie Flyer" Sleeping
Car Line St. Louis to Jacksonville
south to New Orleans. The best
via Nashville, Chattanooga and At-
lanta.
Illinois Central Weekly Excur-
sions to California. Excursion cars
through to Los Angeles and Sae
Fransisco as follows) Via New Or
leans and the Southern Routes ev-
ery Friday from Chicago; every Tuee
day from Cincinnati and Louisvili•
via Omaha and the Scenic Route
cry Wednesday from Chicago.
Full Particulars concerning di of
the above can be had of agents of
the Illinois Central and connecting
lines or by addressing either of th•
undersigned.
Joe. Biggs, D. P. A., Cincinnati.










One the same fttc, one-way sec-
ond class tickets will be sold at re-
duced rates to similar territory, and
to Montana, Utah, Washington and
Oregon; also to San Francisco, Los
Angeles and San Diego,Cal. and to,
reescOtt and Phoenix, Ark
For further information apply to,
J. T. DONOVAN,
Agent, Paducah, Ky.
G. C. WAR FIELD,
T, A., Union Depot.-
Excursion—St. 'souls.
The Illinois Central a. R. will run
a special excursion to St. Louis, love
iIg Padncarh Union depot at 8 a. in.,
?arch aand., via Cairo, fare for the
round trip $3.00. Tickets win be
good returning for a days on regular
trainer. No baggage wilt be checked
on these tickets, nor will they be
nionored on sleeping cars. J. T.
Itforvoyan, agent, Paducah, Ky. G. C.
SVarfleId, T. A., Union depots
Lemoft ChM TOnk
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A csirrAtti CHILL CURE.
PURE-DLOOD REMEDY,
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU
ALES AND WILL RESTORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER
rEcT HEALTH.










Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and MonroeAnd Household Goods. 
Bothg:Phones•ii













EDI OUR ELECTRICAL  AND
• MACHINE DEPARTMENT
123 N. FOURTH ST.
!IRWIN
Foreman Bros, Novelty Co
PHONES 757 lecerporated.
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
Of Paductsth, Kentucky.
Capital and Surplus $1158,?ooi
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRIG
N. W. VAN CUL IN CASHIER.
Transacts an regular banking businegn.. Solicits your deposits. Pays 4
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in Ike
gloat vault for rent at 13 to Sao pa year as to else. You carry your Own
key and no one but yourself has access.
Special Sale
On Wall Paper.
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDER TO MATCH
FOR THE SrALL BUM OF ONLY 65 CENTS, NICE PLAIN FLO.
rIAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARL SELLING AT 6 CENTS Pr-
ROLL, WE WILL bELL YOU AT ONLY s;ic PER SINGLE ROLL,
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT s, Tor, 15C, 20C
AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
TO flbs/T THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL EFFECT, INGRAINS
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AND—EVERY CONSIZVBABLII COL.
OR AND t)yx.g.y AFFRIIIQED DOME1111 TO MATCH. ALL
COLORS IN BURLAPS.. .ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS
JAPANESE FIBRIL, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST MB. •
LIONS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WS ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE
OF BEADING*,, ROOM MOULD/WO, PICTURE FRAMES, WIN-
DOW SHADES, CANVAS. TACKSAND /WILDING *it DROOPING
I 01
PAPERS. CALL AND BEE OUR NICE LINE OF IMXPLES-AND
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT AND,.
C.OVR YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
0..a. LAME








At It Agate! Building, 533 Broadway.
JAMES E. WILHiii•M, President.
JOHN WILHEI M, 'Treasurer.
ROBERT S. WI :HELM., filocretary.
Entered at the postoffice of Padu-








Anyone haat iereceive this paw
regularlyabOdellIrart the matter to
The Reda/110u gate at once. Tele-.
phone Cuesiteriaud 318.
ought to be ?"7 'Perhaps the re-
publicans co if a chance.
tut the light s not operated,
under the dir ios, I' of the general,,;,
counch. It is tati&r thi direetion;
of the board of :works, and the board
oi works is &plinked by the mayor.
—Paducah Surei
.tsalleflaglald.not seek to blind
kits readers to the responsibility of..,,
ithe general council in the conduct of
"illy °UN?* cjW ' departments.. The
source of all power in the municipal
government is vested in the general
council.' That body establishes how
every dollar of the city's money is to
be expended. It fixes all salaries,
and decides What work shall be done'
in the city. It enacts all laws add
has the power ,to require every offi-
cer in the dty to render an" account
of what is performed. It has the
power to investigate all matters per-
taining to the city in every depart-
ment. It has the power to criticise
and to enforce economical and good
government. If the mayor is dere-
lict' in his duty the general council
may impeach him. If any department
is extravagant and indifferent to the
welfare of the public it has the pow
cr to discipline it.
It is true that the board of public
works..has the, control of the eke-
tiic lighting plant. The charter, Sec-
tion 3118, says: "But said board shall,
not undertake any improvements, or
perform.any work, or snake any ap-
pointments or employments until
said work and improvements shed
have been authorised...4y ordinance.'
Thus' it is Made clear that the gen-
eral council has something to do
willaillisk electric light plant. If tht
plant is not properly conducsed the
general conned has the right to in-
quire into the matter and apply a
remedy. The fact of the business is,.
the electric plant has made a good
showing for the amount investzd
and the 'class of machinery used, and
up to this good hour the Sun ..has
failed to point out any rpis nvo-
ruent• or extravagance. tlipt Oiler
simply . wants the general Council to
•give to a private corporation a com-
plete and absolute rsp,opoly of the
lighting privllegea, iiii *this city, and
order.0 'would 1
,
1 i.e taxpayers by "In incrcased cost
of street lights . and open a way
whereby the private consumer would
be at the mercy °la private concern.
The Sun has never advanced a sin-
gle valid argument why the city of
Paducah should cease to operate. its
., own plint.
ts 
The. Paducah Sun favors the city
have no doubt felt the criticism of
the press of their shortcomings, and
they took occasion to vent their spite
on the entiro press by standing. for
an unfair and unjust law now on THREE
the statute book.
Lieut-Governor Thorne who pre-
sides over the senate when an ap-
peal was asked from his unfair de-
cision Thursday, while in the chair,
said he "didn't give a d—n." Thorat
is the fellow who granted the notor-
ious Buchter ,pardon and so incensed
Governor Beckham that he has never
left the state since unless Thorne
also left the state. The indignation
of the state was so great thtat Thorne
at first resorted to his favorite past
time of abasing his era* bur.
outrage he had heaped upon the state
was so great that the confiriati
of him Was so severe that he'fittillY
made an abject apology and 'since
that eveht.he has been,an object of
contempt to many Kentuckians.
' The general council of Louisville1
is preparing to &saw the telephone
Some people...0*E if`Why, can't you rates in that city- nniforrn. The max-
republicans rut tlie4lIght plaht as it inn= rate is to be $4 per month, and
the companies have from 7,opo,.. sub-
Serib.xs and II% Yet in Paducah
there is a disposition to charge' that
price for a thOeseand'or two sub-
scriberi: What the city of Paducah
sbould do is to assert its rights in
the premises and reqiiire all public
corporations to submit to such reg-
ulations as the' city may see proper





BE FORCED TO FILE
DRAWINGS.
Seems That Poles in Alley Were
Placed Right in Front of
Stable Doors.
It is probable that at the next)
meetings of the city boards some-
thing will be done towards compell-
ing the telephone and telegraph com-
panies of this city to file drawings
with the city engineer, showing just
exactly where these companies intend
to erect poles when they apply for
requisite permits from the city en-
gineer. empowering them to erect
these poles. By filing this plat or
drawing much inconvenience will be
'dispensed with and also show that
advantage can be taken of nobody.
This action win probably be taken
ac a result of the action of the
Home Telephone company in the al-
ley running from •Ninth to Tenth,
between Clay and Trimble streets.
It seems that in building up their
system over the city this company
placed about half a dozen poles in
this alley, several of -them right up
lagainst the stable doors of people
living with their rear premises back-
ing upon the alley. Naturally these
le made loud complaints to the
authorities, arid ,the board of
public works Wednesday s orderzci
the street inspector to have warrantsi
I taken out against the telephone com-
pany if it developed the poles were
put up without 'there first having
It:Ken obtained from City Engineer
Washington the necessary permit
.that has to be procured in every in-
stance where a pole goes upon a'
public street or alley. The inspector
ifound the company had not gottenthis permit and Thursday warranted
the corporation, but before the case
came to trial in the police court yes-
terday morning the phone people
'got a permit from the engineer who
,:io not know it was for the alley
I 
where poles had been erected here-
GIRLS CAUGHT
SMITHLAND DAMSELS
HAD THEIR MAD CAREER
CUT SHORT.
Detective Baker Caught Tam in
This City and They Are Being
Held in Jail.
Yesterday afternoon ' I,tetectiv,t
William Baker at Second and Ken-
tucky aveviroaustmairMoil Shoe-
maker, Nanczv,ltoApbexvgb- and a
girt nada IrEtgbt vilow Smith-
land. TOY Wir 'Hu 7 away -from
home to come here, a on being in-4,
tercepted. sl, mire locked
up to avVt- Orival Morning of
the. Smithland marshals who was no-
tified over the long distance ion
of their capture, and Who will arrive
.here this morning to take them hick.
It seems that Smithland _Ja.roved
too small and unexciting for Arse girls
who are of tender age, the Knight
girl 'being .'only 16, the Shoemaker
girl 15, and the Hocenberry girl so.
They decided to run away from
home and come to this city. Carry-
ing out their decision they Thursday
night took the skiff of David Coun-
cil, who bad it moored in the Cum-
berland' river' near Smithland. Be-
eath the shining moonlight the trio
oatd down the stream to fouc miles
below Smithland .tw'hen ille 'we-4mi
began rushing too high, chip, feared
.for their safety on the waiter and
tied their skiff to the batik They
then started afoot towards this city'
and finally reached here Yisterday
afternoon. Before they reached Pa-
ducah word of their escapade was
telephoned here from Smithland by'
the authorities who directed "he Io-
ta! officers to arrest and bold them.
The Paducah officials were started
cut on the hunt and finally the three
were located at Second and Ken-
itucky avenue by the detective. When
'he arrested them they informed him
thier intention was to go to work
this morning at the Mechanicsbtrrg
basket factory. On being searched
the Shoemaker girl had a 32-calibre
revolver concealed in the bosom of
her dress, and claimed the Knight
girl had stolen it from her mother,
fearing that if the parent had p s-
session of the firearm when she die,.
covered the absence of the daughter,
that the mother would shoot the girl.
The gun was an old one which could
not be used by experts much less in-
experienced parties.
The girls were locked in a cell 'it
the city hall, but expressed inti re-
gret or raised any racket. seeming to
think their experience was a laugh-
able affair. The Hockenberry girl
claims that is .not her real name but
only the one she goes under. She
also contended that her mother lived
in this city but she had been mak-
ing her home in Smithland where
they came from.
The girls claimed they intended to
gc, back up the river after the skiff
and take it to the owner. Council,
before coming here to finally settl-
down.
For Sale or Charter.
Sterawheel steamboat, registered
64 tons, entirely rebuilt from stem
to stern last sumrs.per, past first in-
spection Sept. 15th; boat is cax27;4-
x4.%feet; engines iox3l/i feet, 2 boil-
ers 38 inches driameterx22 feet,' allow-
ed 157 poutxle, draws 22 inclies light.
Address W. D. Recife-3 Lumber Co.,
Helena, Ark.
RIBBONS FOR ALL TYPE-
WRITERS, THE BEST ON THE
MARKET, PADUCAH STAMP
AND STENCIL CO 523 BROAD-
WAY OLD TEL 36.
NEW TELEPHONE
SUBSCRIBERS.
List of new subscribers added by
the East Tennessee Telephone com-
pany today: •
1146—Faust Bros'. Lumber Co.,
4aying_a •private corporation g6a.50 .tolore without .any. perm:Union. -No. ...Office, 200124 No. 6, Feat.
; clueing this permit in the court the 2346—Grouse, A. K.,light for street lights of 1,200 candle
company got the warrant against Sixth and Clay,.power when the city Itself is produc• them dismissed.
ing street lights of 2,000 candle pow- Now in order to avoid this or any
Cr for less money. This is the Su', other company taking advantage of
anybody hereafter and put poles rightidea of business. A plain hold-up of a
in front of stable doors, gates, etc.,the taxpayers for the benefit of a .the authorities are considering the
corporation. advisability of compelling the tele-
phone people, when they ask for per-* THere is quite a difference between snits to erect poles, to file a drawingthe high tribute paid the newspaprs showing just exactly where the pole
by Jodg-e Barker (n the court of 'Sp- ff, going up. Then if it is in front
of a gate or stable door the permitpeals in a decision in an alleged libel
can be refused.case, and the action of certain cheap The people along the alk-y geesscrew lawyers in the Kentucky leg- tion asked the company to remove
islature a few days ago, 'when they the poles, but the employes abso-
defeated a hill having for its object lutely. refused. One city official yes-
terday said the people should havethe placing of' newspapers on an
taken an axe and chopped down theequality with individuals. The dif- pole as they would have been justi-ference in the man is that Judge fied--.and nothincr -dOne to them.
Barker and the judges of the court
of appeals are men minds broad Money to loan at 6 per cent. on
city awls county property. Apply toenough to retognize the value of e r,z-uryear, t tor rye y, 523% Broad-
Residence,
620-2—Dupriest, A. B., Residence,
Tyler, Ky.
249--Walker, S H., Residence,
1210 South Sixth.
sso—Ballowe, Mrs. Sarah, Resi-
dence, Third and Clark.
Like other commodities, telephone
service rihould he paid accordieg to
its value.
We have in. file city about 2,800
subscribers or five times as ninny as
the Ind:pendent Co., outside the city
and within the county we have 63
that* as many stibscribers, the In-
dependent Co. Yet we will place a
telephone in your residence at the
same rate the Independent Co. is
supposed to charge and provide in
addition, long distance facilities
which will enable you to reach fifty
million people font your home. Call
loci for further information.







Marion Taylor, Colored, Is Charged
With Appropriating Other Peo-
ple's Money to Own Use.
Chief Thomas Mayor, of the Louis
vilk force of detectiyes, arrived in
the city hitt evening at 6 o'clock
and will be here until probably sa-
morrow on official business. He went
;11 as chief ot this Falls City depart-
ment - when Mayor Paul Barth took
the reigns of that municipal govern-
ment the first of this year. He is an
experienced officer well known the
country over, but this is his first of-
ficial trip to this city.
There Disappeared Szo.so.
Marion Taylor, colored, was ar-
rested yesterday by Officers John-
son and Hessian on the charge of
converting to his own use $10.50
given him by Laura McClelland, with
instructions that the _coin be carried
to her husband, George B. McClel-
land. Taylor works on the steamer
George Cowling which plies between
here and Metropolis, and tbe woman
claims she gave him the money to
take to her husband but that instead
of doing this he kept the coin. Tay-
lor contends that he lost the money,
which was in a small bag.
Bicycle Stolen.
Omer Clark, an 18-years id whit:
toy was locked up yesterday by De-
tectives Moore and Baker on the
charge of grand larceny: It is claim
ed that the lad stole the bicycle 1,f
William Brannon and sold it to
somebody out about the old fair
grounds. Clark was arrested at
Seventeenth and Broadway, where he
clerks for a grocery.
Take Up Today.
Yesterday the warrants against
Colonel Gus G. Singleton and Capt.
Dick Howard were not taken up,
but will porbably be today in the
police court.
Carried Weapon Concealed.
Harry Carroll, colored, was arr,:st
ed yesterday morning by Officers
"Irrell and Matlock on the charge
ol tarrying concealed weapons'
;PROPERTY  sun piiNTING TRUSTEE MADE REPORT IN
THE WILL HARRIS AND
COMPANY ESTATE.
Thome Arthur Martin Will Meas-
ure Up Whiskey at the Hoenig
Distillery.
Yesterday Referee E. W. tINIOT of
the bankruptcy court here, "reCeived
frotn the trustee of the Wilt Mania
and company estate .2 
1
4413);vis
report, showing sales 4 ty
allowances made. by the 'trustee. The
document said that the personal prop-
erty of Will Harris had sold for
$2,330, while the realty of Will Linn
had sold for $4,79o.' Will was
granted $150 exemptions out of the
realty prooeeds, allowed $1,000 ex-
emption out of sale .of the 'homestead
and allowed $ago out of sale of his
private professional library. As to
the L C. Linn real estate, the trustee
reported that this had brought 02,-
115. These combined sales equal
$20,005.
The firm did a general merchandise
business xidi n at Mlurray, but failed,
and filed its bankrupt petition some-
time last summer.
Will Not O.
Trustee Arthur Y. Martin of the
Hessig bankrupt estate, will today
have measured the whiskey at the
distillery in Mechanicsburg, so pros-
pective purchasers will Monday at
the cowl sale, know *ow much liquor
is on hand, and govern their bid ac-
cordingly. The property is to be
disposed of next Monday to the
highest and best bidder.
DIED OF CANCER.
Mrs. Margaret Gregor Passed Away
on Broad Street.
Today there will be buried at Oak
Grove cemetery. Mrs. Margaret
Gregor, who died Thursday night of
cancer 4.t, their home on Broad be-
tween Third and Fourth street.
The deceased was saventy-five
years of age and a most noble Chris-
tian woman. She is survived by a
datighter, Nfra. Frazier. and other
children.
There was no physician attending
the woman when she tiled, therefore
Coroner Frank Eaker had to view
the remains yesterday and certified
to the cause of her dissolution..
New Factory Now Ready
too wand. Oran work
and good wages. Apply Mergen-
thaler-Horton Basket Co.
Our Handsome Spring Fabrics
ARE NOW ON DIE. PLAY
11111111111•0•• 41111111111111111111111111■IMPIII
AND IN OUR LINE YOU WILL FIND THE CHOICEST
STYLES FOR SMART TAILORING THE MARKETS AF-
FORD. THE PATH OF THE GOOD DRESSER IS BOTH
EASY AND ECONOMICAL IP ME COMES HERE FOR HIS .
CLOTHES. WE STAND FOR KVERY GARMENT WE
TURN OUT.
Dicke & Black,
516 Broadway. MERCHANT TAILORS.
fRON me PITTSBURG COM, C
OPIPICIr 124 BROADWAY
PADUCAH. --
- TELEPIONeS NI 3
MOM&
THA PLEASES
TF -Ycaj ARE DISSATISFIEDset* the clawyouhsw beca
getting, push the
sad citrnspreeratatIve will spre New
„type /miss and ~blimp is do
haodfi lioroscOdy cooteMost
-Arsobatbitimoot Lin to itna
the desired Aka. Proof of ell
work submitted for your ap-
110 
 . • • •
KENTUCKY PRINTING
'COMPANY
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FULL LINE OF SPRING
60008 ON DISPLAY... 4,
Room 111, Fraternity Bldg_
C. MANNING SEARS, M. 0.
Offics 1707 Vipers St.
Telephono 377.
TIME ruts
BE WISE AND GET A GOOD'
CLOCK OR HAVE YOUR PRES-
ENT ONES PUT IN FIRST-
CLASS ORDER. WE DO THE.
FINEST KINDS OF REPAIR
WORK ON ALL KINDS Or
CLOCKS AND WATCHES.
OUR CHARGES ARE ALWAYS.
MODERATE. WE CARRY A.













Water and Oil Colors,
Motto's and Calendars
Framed right up to date in five min-














inThe 'firandest Opportunity We have decided ddevotteo oduisrceont tuenethreztatoil osaulrefaocftoFruyrn, and willcloseout our entire stocks at 114416-207-213 South ThirdEver Offered!street at COST. It is going t0i soLlittisonacebo. nafidee grsaeleatoefstanoimmenpor se.tystocevkerofofF;eu:ditrQuAT 114:1ST..
keepers to furnish up. Everyerything marked in plain figures. Come early. and avoid
TWO STORES-114-116 and 207-213 SOUTH s h, sig.Ternis a sale Cash. THE PADUCAH FURNITURE MANUFACTURING COMPANY
• ,,
RED MEN1 HONE
(Continued Fn Fire; Page.)
eral hundred, and Ada ffretwAr•
The paraphernaliaat the lettg.4ass
been thorough* oyenhauled, ud
ready for use agajn.,, but was „. ot
. 
.i. *as'




the first of seveku,),
alert was -dtlitiQi_
ture house tiiat Icsne40 ,4,14,411st
floor of that baira6g." It wasue In
first class sleaosslisreOteeybOWs, on
South 'Mira
During
Hon. DaeitilterrIF atiOrney was
presented64sitto1i laleifsome past
saoheerisi out of compliment i.or
Ma able .se Ariel the chair.
Great Made the pre-
sentation n= that was responded
to very y the surprised recip-
ient. •
LAW MELD
(Continued From First Page.)
-therefore, eininidtly 'suited for pub-
lication."
Exact Facts Not Necessary. '
Is it possible at pn such an oc-
casion the 'IlLA be held to
the exact facts—to the most minute
details of the trietattion? We think
.not. All that the law requircs is that
the publication shall be substantially
true. Appellant himself shows that it
was almost literally true; certainly
true in its essential parts. It was his
misfortune that he was called tp
testify as a witness at.the very time
this grave charge was brought
against him by the grand jnry at his
home; but it is none the less true that
hr had left the county, and while it
is true that some of hisfrieocle were
"able' to locateiit s also liter-
ally true that some of them were
ignorant of his whereabouts. This
is a fair construction of his own
pleading, and as his own statement
shoes the substantial truth of the
publication, lie cannot complain of it.
Ordinarily the truth of an alleged
libel must be pleaded as a defense;
but that rule can only apply when
there is a necessity for such a plea.
If the petition "howl that to be true,
which would he a good defense on
plea, the latter becomes unnecessary,
and a demurrer exposes the infirmity
of the petition. No one can he heard
to complain in a eivi) action that the
truth was published of him.
This statement of tin law contains
no reflection upon the appellant and
intimate, no opinion of ours as to the
merits of the criminal proceeding
pending against hing; the low !pre-
sumes be is innocent until his guilt
is proved in a proper forum, and that
presumption we freely concede to
him, but we are not disposed to
stretch the law in order to restrain
the public press in that legitimate
prosocution of its business of con-
veying the newt'. We confidently be-
lieve the trend of the best modern
thought ii in the orpotsite direction.
Power of At Press.
An independent press does more
day by day to crush out crime .and
restrain criminals than all of the or-
ganized :old paid constabulary of the
state; the searehlight of its investiga-
tion into the conduct of public
officials la more dreaded by the cor-
rupt and the vicious than all of the
sanctions of the penal law: and as an
tspbuilder and sustainer qf an,• en-
lightened public opinion it consti
Ogee i 1arge part of the foubiptflon of
civil •'...ierty. Those whose faith is
asilleirTrtte- rvierlitte a
hope for the permarieney'of our in-
stitutions and civilisation mutt rest it
in large part, at l'ease' tfpon a con-
fidence of the quitIcenitrst Anfluesice
of an untrammeled press the
public conscience.
r 4 1 4-Judgment affirrnedirl. .
4
For SalakvAtcri-Locoo loads of dry heatInk putt cook
stove wood $1.25 per two-tileirat'lCiad
delivered promptly. Tel. 442. E. E.
Bell Sons, t33o South Third street.






(Continued from Page One.) .
Benton Court
Judge W. M. Reed will reatun eo-
day from Benton where he has been
since Tuesday morning oonducting
circuit court. It is believed that he
will be able to get through with ev-
erything by today, but if not, then
by next Monday or Tuesday. Ev-
erything will have to be done by
Wednesday as then there comes up
the famous Walter Holland killing
case, he having stabbed to death
Hardy Keys at Murray. The matter
is tried at Benton on a change of
••venue.
Not In County Jail.
The afternoon papers of yesterday
stated that William Taylor was fined
$so for whipping his wife, while he
was let go home from the county
jail to get some clothes, when tht
fact is he was not in the county jail
but let out of the city jail for a few
hours to go home after his clothes
when he assaulted his wife. He wa.;
serving time .in the city jail gbea
let out and whipped his wife. Coun-
ty Jailer James Eaker wants it
known it was not he who let any on.:
out of jail. -
ST. LOUIS POLICE ARE
CHARGED WITH GRAFTING.
St. Louis, March co.—Acting Chief
of Police Gillespie has suspended
two sergeants and eight patrolmen
on charges of grafting.
Democratic City Central Commit-
teernan Jos. A. Ilelderk, of- St
Louis, accused of illegal voting, was
found guilty and sentenced to one
year in jail and to pay a fine of $so
NO CLASH
(Continued From First Page.)
ligions of the Western worlii with
scant favor.
"The Chinese govern:Ansi as
friendly to the people and govern-
ment of the United States as toward
any other, although nothing has
greater tendency to strain- them than
the frequent publicaton of. false re-
ports and threatened armed invasions
Although not encouraged by the go'
ernment in any way, these reports
constitute a grave menace to the con-
tinuance of amicable relations Is:-
teeen the Chinese and Americans,
for these misleading reports, by
meant of the native press. are cir-
culated broadcast throughout the em-




long Kong, March o--The fric-
tion existing for some time between
the viceroy of Canton and the Amer-
ican representatives there, has given
place to more pleasant rtlations,
which state of affairs has been siir-
nalized by an exchange of courtesies.
The viceroy gave a banquet in honor
of Rear Admiral Train March 6,
while the viceroy and a number of
Ii gh officials attended a reception at
the American consulate March 7.
This was the first function for some
months at which the viceroy‘had ex-




Shanghai, March 9.—The Protest-
ant missionaries at Suichow, prov-
ince of Kiangsi. have been,escorted
to Kitt Kiang. The Catholic mis-
sionaries at Suichow refused to leave
the place and the governor is send-
ing another escort for them.
The Chinese concerned .in the re-
cent rioting at Nanchung, province
of Kiangsi, have confessed their guilt
but maintain that they were justified
ir attacking the Catholics, as the
latter had stabbed the magistrate.
PARTY FOR
YOUNG FOLKS
MASTER WM. MINGUIll. ENTER-
TAINED A NUMB* OF
FRIENDS.
Delightful Dance Enjoyed by Tenn&
Folks Last Evening at PytMan
Han—Several Events.
-Master William Mingus, son qf
Mr. Clay Mingus, of West Broad-
way, entertained several of his little
friends yesterday afternoon from 3
until 6 o'clock in honor of the fifth
anniversary of his birth. The young
folks had a jolly time at varidus
games, while during the afternoon
delicious refreshments were served.
Those there were Misses Helen and
Annie Turnbull, Alma Dumaine, May
Alma Orange, Marguerite Cook,
Ruth and Vivian limper, latter two
of St. Louis; Masters Edwin Rogers,
Emmet Keegan and Charles Turn-
bull,
• Delightful Dance.
Last evening the younger society
folks enjoyed a delightful dance at
the Knights of Pythias hall, remain-
ing on the floor until a late hour.
Children's Hour.
Yesterday's "Children's Hour" at
the Carnegie library was particiikteel
it. by more than too of the little
folks, who were spoken to very en-
tertainingly and instructively -upon
'Hawthorne" by Mrs. Muscoe Bur-
nett, one of the city's most learned
and brilliant club women. The in-
creased attendance shows what great
success is being attained by the in-
privation, and after the hour of in-
struction and study the little ones in
large numbers went down to sto
Broadway and Ciewed the handsome
tietnre "Palestine" shown there.
Other Affairs.
Mrs. Frank L. Scott last evening
c•itertained her First Christian
church Sunday school class at her
home on North Ninth street.
The Home Mission society ladles
of the Broadway Methodist church
will give a cake sale today at Ogil•
N.:es store.
Rev. W. J. Peale and Miss Marinda
Story, pf Calloway county, will be
married 'today.
WITH THE SICK.
Engineer Henry Friar Very Ill at
Ce<al City-•-Lawyer Grassham
Is Up.
The many friends here • of Mr.
Henry Friss will regret to learn that
he is dangerously ill with Bright's
diseilse at his hchne in Central City.
He is the popular engineer for the
Illinois Central railroad, who Resid-
ed heee unia several years ago'when
he went t? Louisville.
Lawyer Charles Crrasitham is able
to be at his office after laying up sev
eral days with 11. fractured rib, in-
jured by falling down the stairway
at his home on West Jefferson street.
Mrs. James Faker, wife of the
county jailer, is suffering from erye-
sipalas.
The wife of Deputy Sheriff Clark
Forthon is improving at her home




Says That Passage of Unit Bill is
Great Victory for Prohibition.
Frankfort, Ky., March 9.—The
Rev. MI. B.• Adam*, president of the
anti-Saloon league of Kentucky, who
has worked hard for the passage of
the 'Comity Unit bill, is highly elated
over its passage. He said tonight:.
 "•••••11111•\
_









309 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
'I consider the victory in the legis-
lature today the greatest ever wont
in Kentucky for temperance. It is
the culmination of a fight lasting
over eight years to but the county
unit principle on the statute books of
Kentucky. We have met with the
most determined opposition from the
liquor people, and every inch of
ground has been bitterly fought over.
Possibly no measure was ever en-
acted into law in the face of such
fearful opposition. The victory is
overwhelming. The- influence of
public opinion was never so evident
as in the overwhelming majority by
which the amended Cammack-Red-
wine bill passed both houses.
"The passage of this measure is
the. b/ginning of the end of the sa-
toian buninees in Kentucky. Twenty-
fit,ei or thirty counties more than are
at present operating under prohibi-
tion will soon vote saloons from the
territory. This will give us more
than ninety counties out of the Ito"
4 LATEST.
John King, colored, was convicted
io St. Louis for the murder of Hat-
tit Douglas.. .
Senator Pettus, of Alabama, who
is 88 years old, is a candidate- for
re-election to the senate.
Maxim Gorky, the Russian novel-
ist, is going to write a story around
the recent revolutionary movement.
Gov. Beckham, of Kentucky, is an
active candidate for the senatorial
toga now %Own by Senator Mc-
Creary.
William J. 'Bryan has arrived in
Calcutta. A number of entertain-
ments have been arranged ' in his.
honor.
The Ohio house of representatives
has indefinitely postponed action on
the bill to abolish capital punish-
ment.
Goy. Deneen,•of Illinois, has ap-
pointed John Fitzsimmons and Miss
Evelyn Marvin Atdhey, of Chicago,
deputy factory inspectors.
Gov. Pennypacker, of Pennsylva-
AO, has vetoed a legislative resolu-
tion providing for an investigition
into the affairs of railroads of the
John H. Dalton the "lottery icing",
(if Chicago, was found guilty of mis
treating serrral little girls and sen-
tenced to five years' imprisonment.
Justice Geigerich, in New York,
dismissed the complaint of Sarah
Maddern, actress, against Peter Dur-
yea, a millionaire Iforseman, for
breach of promise.
Princess Ena of Battenberg, has
tmbraced the Roman Catholic faith
and has been baptized
preparation fdr her
king of Spain.---
Mlary e:Thaw of Pittsburg,
whose daughter is countess of Yar-
mouth, commissioned a firm to put a
stained glass window in the Third
Presbyterian church of 'Pittsburg,
for which she agreed to pay $25,000.
VvRien the work was dune it failed to
give her satisfaction and she ordered
it torn out. Th.t fli4 did so, prac-
tically rebuilding the window at a
cost of $16,soo. The Mrs. Thaw re-
fused to pay and now the company
has brought suit to recover.
Victoria, in
marriage to th:
Mattie M. Marshall, a grandOece,
of former Chief Justice Marshall of
the United States supreme court, is,
one of the three women rival mail
carriers in America. She is con-
nected with the Granite City, Ill.,
postc.ffice. Miss Marshall Is the 23
years old. She received her appoint-
ment June 13,190+ She travels daily
her route of twenty-one miles out of ,
Granite City postoffice and delivers i
from 4,000 to 5,000 pieces of mail 7th
each month. Her salary is $720 a
year. 'About too families are served 




Not a drink, but a seasonabk prep-
aration especially adapted for cowls,




500 and 51. Bottles.
BACON'S
DRUG STORES.
& Jackson Sts. phone *17
& Clay Sta.. phone 311.







In connection with the best Foun-
PHONOGRApH Min service, Zach Hayes has
a fine line of
Will bring pleasure cu your
home during the long winter
ev::-....ngs. They are playing
now at our store. Come in
and hear them. Then you'll




and will continue to keep up the rep-
. utation our fountain has for magnifi-
cent Ice Cream. Don't forget.





All Kinds Monuments and Oenerill Cemetery Work (Use
Green River Stone
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKBT for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WOHI'l'ENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT : : :
John S. PorteouslMarble, Granite
and Stone Works.
SOLE AGENT, r6og TRIMBLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
We have any style yoq









We have any style you






WE ANSWER ALL auzsinows
We want eve-y sh: esomin or girl to write us fully
about her case, so we can help her. Describe plainly
what is wrong with you, stating age, and we will send
you Free Advice, in plain, sealed envelope. AU letters
stristly confidential. Address: Ladies' Advisory Dept.,
The Chattanooga Medicine Co. Chattanooga, Tenn.
Ignorant Suffering
There is a surprising ignorance amongst women, on the subject of
their 'own functions. Nine out often, suffer dreadfully every month,
and think they have to. Do you? If so, you are wrong. No need
to suffer, unless you wish to. Functional pain is a sign of functional




All those bearIngiown pains, headachis. back-
aches, cramps, dlzziná, etc., cen be awed by Cardtd.
Not only CAN; but SHOULD. To allow them to
come back every month, is to invite loss of health and
happiness.
Irregular menstruation, bad breath, poor blood—all
results of female weakness, in young or old, can be
cured with Cardui. Try it.
At all drug stores in $1.00 bottles
"I COULD SCARCZLY
1- 17 AROUND,"
writes Mrs. F. J. Ashburn, of
Clarkrange, Tenn., "for pain at
my monthly periods. I had bear-
ing-down pains, bead ached every
day and my back hurt so I could
scarcely stand. I was tired and
run down, and thought I couldn't
live. Since taldng Cardui, how-
ever, I have greatly improved and
feel better than I have for years.
It It were not for Cardni I might
now be nder the ground."
MAY TUNNEL UNDER
THE 01110 RIVER
The probability of the entrance in-
to Cairo of several new lines of rail-
reads in the new future, brings tip
recollection of years agoe ellen the
matter of crossing the Mississippi'
river was uppermust in the minds of
many railread people. At that time
it was deemed that tunnelling was
the best and most feasible method of
connecting Mississouri with Illinois
at this point and drawings were mode
along this line and the subject care-
fully weighed by railroad men.
There is little doubt that Cairo is
to be the scene of great activity in
railroad building within a short time.
A number of new roads, so far oni
paper, will be built, without a doubt,
and either a lerige or a tunnel will be
necessary to connect the bands of I
tee! between Missouri, Kentucky'
and this city. The Illinois Central
bridge can not accommodate all the
roads that will want to cross the
Ohio from the south into the city
and a new bridge across the Ohio will
be a peeitive necessity.
The Cairo and Thebes railroad is
an assured fact, it will be built, and
it will be a connecting link with the
great railroad systems north and
squth that have been built and that
are th be constructed. It stands to
be me of thegreabart boons to Cairo
that this city hac ever experienced.
The buying up of property for thc
me of the new Cairo and Thebes rail
road goes on with vigor; where the
owners does not accept a reasonable
office for his posperty the property is
condemned and will be gotten any-
way, perhaps at a much less figure.
MURDERED HUMAN BEINGS;
THEN SOLD FLESH FOR PORK
Buenos Ayres, March -A portu-
gese meat dealer, named Jose Mod-
iry, was arrested today on a charge
of murdering men and women and
then selling the flesh for pork. The
police on making an investigation,
found the remains of fourteen per-
sons in the shop run by hillodiry.
When the people who had patron-
iz,esl Modiry's place learned of his
arrest and the charge against him,
there was talk of storming the jail
and lynching him.
A NEW SEWERAGE
DISTRICT TO BE CREATED'
Last evening at the meeting of the
sewerage committee with City En-
gineer L. A. Washington at the lat-
ter's office, authority was given this
official to proceed' to correspond with
civil engineers over the country, and
see for what one's services can be
procured to come here and (haw the
plan and specifications for the addi-
tional sanitary sewerage district that
is to he laid between Ninth street
and Fountain avenue, and Jones and
Trimble streets. The expectation is
for this additional engineer to come
here with hie force of men, make the
frurveys, get the grades, etc.. and fully
plan for the new district that be will
supervise, under direction of City
Engineer Washington. The services
of this extra man are made necessary
on account of MT. Washington hav-
ing enough to keep he and .his corps
of assistants constantly engaged
through the corning summer and
spring. 'looking after the volume of
__ either -worh-to be done en the public
streets and 'elsewhere.
Mr. 'Washington will try to get the
best man possible for the work, and
just as soon as he receives word as
to what it will cost the city to ac-
quire the services of this party, he
will report to the sewerage com-
mittee that has authority to make the
employment, which will be subject to
ratificetion by the full councilmanic
and aldermanic boards.
A thorough estimate as to the cost
for this additional help is jh000.
while for whoever is erocured, the
city will have to buy a set of engi-
neering instruments that will cost
about ileso, as the municipality at
present owns only a single set of
apparatus and this is constantly used
by thepreseet department force.
Mr. Washington does not think
the additional district will be as
large as the coriginal sewerage sys-
tem which contains twenty-five mites
of main and laterals, and probably
cost in the neighborhood of $200000.
all borne by the abutting property
owners who pay no much for every
front foot of property they own. This




MONDAY WE BEGIN OUR ANNUAL CLEARING SALE. 'HUPP
SAID. DON'T MISS A GOOD THING
•
eoo cloth bound Standard Classics White House Cook Book, always
at 12540 sells for $1 3o, new 87*7s and Sr.00 copy rights at ..450
d,. go copy right hovels, latest andFull. leather binding Webeter's Die-
best, at 75e, 900. $1.10 honary, indexed for $1.65
Woman's Exchange Cook Book. Padded leather edition of the Pans,worth di .00, for  57e worth $z .a, now 50*
ITUNDREDS OF GOOD THINGS IN BOOKS. BIBLES AND DIC-
' TIONIARTES AT. CUT PRICES
We will Pay $I oo fo the return of any one of the following cash
Sale Tickets: 4113, 262, 647, 331 or _ _ 
The new district will not be as large
as the original one, therefore the
expenditure will not be as great.
When there was first raised the
question of creating this additional
be extended from Kentucky avenue
to Trimble, and from Ninth west to
Trimble, and from Ninth west to
Fountain avenue, but as that terri-
tory from the avenue South to Jones
street is rapidly building up and h
is only a matter of a short while uw-
til it wilt have to be given sewerage,
probabilities are it will he included in
this present extension, and gotten
done with.
After the services of the extra
engineer are secured and he gotten
here to take up the work, it win then
be decided whether to let' this addi-
tional district connect with be origi-
nal one and the sewerage empty
through latter out of the new terri-
tory, down to the river, or whether
the new mains will be kept separate
from the present ones, and a distinct
outlet made for it at the river front.
Mr. Washington believes tht new
district should have an outlet of its
own. but this will not be settled un-
til the question is actively taken up.
It took between two and three
years to finally complete the old dis-
trict. but two milliners of good work-
ing weather will doubtless be suffi-
cient for completion of the additional
territory that will furnish every
building within the boundaries with
ample sewerage facilities. Mr. Wash-
ington will right away take the mat-
ter up with outside engineers so they
can be gotten here, and everything
completed for rerardment of the con-
tract early in the spring so that as
much as possible can be laid before
cold weather comes next fall.
Mew Drain Pipe.
The .sewerage committee during its
gathering east evening looleed into
the question of putting a big drain
pipe, leading from Third and Har-
rison streets, down underneath the
earth's surface to the river's edge.
so as to properly drain off the surface
water of that vicinity and also empty
the hollow in meddle of the block
surrounded by Third. 'Harrison,
Fourth, and 'Madison streets. In this
hollow there accurrsmulates water
which stands the year around atel
stagnates. The people of that sec-
tion have complained loud and long
of the unhealthiness of the pond, but
now relief will shortly be given as
Engineer Washington informed the
committee this big pipe to answer
both purposes can be run to the
river for about $1,000. The com-
mittee will report to this effect to
thefull boards and get whatever in-





Maggie Speed and Lula Speed, Col-








will take up the
his magisterial
court and try what cases are on the
docket. There are not many, the '
business for the magistrates of the
rural districts not equalling by any
means those of the city justices of
the peace who always have from Afty ;
to one hundred cases on their docket
each month
Jackson streets, shying bricks at
each other and raising the devil in
general. They created much excite-
ment for two little scrapping ne-
gresses, as several hundred people
h-sembled to see them have it out.
Writ of Dlivers.
This afternoon in the court of Mag
iserate Emery there will be tried th:
writ of delivery suit of Ora Hamil-
ton against Ella Howe. The plain-
tiff boarded with defendant, but left
The Howe woman would not then
give up the trunk to the Hamilton
female, who got out a writ of de-
livery for possession of it.
NEWS IN BRIEF.
Senator Tillman, the rip-roaring
cat-em-alive statesman from Sooth
Carolina. is in private life the mildest
mannered man from the south. Me
makes a fad of the cultivation of
roses at his home in Trenton. S C.
Miss Grace Brenneman of Lind-
sey, 0., is a telegraph lineman. She
can splice a line, but on a new in-
sultator, rephice a fuse or repair a
dropped switchboard. Climbing .1
pole is child's play to her. She is
just 20 years old.
At the opera in New York the
other evening here. Stuyvesant Fish
wore her new diamond tiara, whose
value, jewelers say, is $125,000 The
tiara is a 'solid triangular mass of
diamonds, with five very large stories,
surrounded by smaller ones. There
are at least 2,000 gems in it ----ten
square inches of diamonds.
First Lieutenant Walter H. John-
son of the Eighth infantry, now on
his way to the Philippines. was re-
jected when fleet he applied for a
commission, the surgeons finding
that be had six toes on each foot.
On learning that he would be accept-
able with ten toes he had the extra
two amputated, applied again and was
accepted.
'Patrick J. McHugh of Holly
Springs, Miss., in a way is twice an
Arnericap citizen. He came to the.
country over twenty years ago and
was naturalized in t888. Not long
ago a 'building in which he had some
papers was burrod, his naturalisa-
tion papers going with the rest.
Patrick at once made application for
a new ,set and now is able again to
give documentary evidence of his
American citizenship.
Lively Scrap by WOMNII.
Maggie Speed and Lula Speck, col-
ored, were arrested yesterday on the
charg of engaging in a fight, and will
be tried this morning at to o'clock
before Justice Charles Emery. They
lad a three out alicut Eighth and
rouR EUROPE FREE.
The Courier-Journal to Take Nine-
teen Young Women Abroad As
Its Quests.
The Cournr-journal Is conducting
a popularity contest that eclipses any-
thing of the kind ever promoted in
this section. Briefly, the Courier-
Journal proposes to take on a seven
weeks' tour abroad nineteen young
women from Kentucky and Southern
Indiana, all expenses paid, from the
day the party heves Lottisville, July
12, until it returns to "Tihe Old Ken-
tucky Home," August 20 To give
all a chance the Courier-Journal has
divided Louisville and Kentucky and
Southern Indiana into eighteen dis-
tricts, and the most popular young
woman from each district is to be the
one to make the tour. The nine-
teenth young woman is to be selected
in another way. Readers of the
Courier-Journed are to Select Ai,
guests for the paper, by ballot. It is
estimated that the trip alone will
dadte Coesier-Journal about gie,-
000 to say nothing of incidental and
other necessary exposes. There may
he a young' wou101111 kern tilde seethed
who is a candidate for this tour.
Write the Courietelhureel. Ltui
Ky., for a list of candidates and
details of the tour.
_ 
DR. iitoBT...J.
Ism !WWII FIFTH STREET
Both Phones gge
Office howls to zo a. es., s to g
p.m. and 7 to 9 p. m.
•
MUST HAVE DIMPLES.
WOMAN'S BEAUTY IS NOT COM-
PLETE WITHOUT THEM.
There Are Establishments That Make
a Specialty of Providing This
Now Fashionable
Feature.
"We are having an unprecedented call
for dimples," said the beauty maker,
according to the New York Wm. "There
was a time when there. was no dennuid
at all for them, but now we are kept
busy supplyips them.
"Women dock into oar establithelent
demanding dimples, and each has her
own particular style. To the casual ob-
server all dimples might seem alike, but
there a, Teallf gritat variety in them.
"Of all dimples that on the chin is the
most noticeable and beautiful. Once
upon a time it was the popular belief
that dimples v.cre barn. Nowadays we
know that they are acquired.
"They are like French waves and false
teeth. You can have them if you want
them. To make a cleft chin is quite a
difficult feat.
"You must cue into the flesh with a
sharp knife until you have severed a
muscle. When the chin Miele there will
be a little dent or scar, and this makes
the dimple.
"A woman once came to me In great
listress. She had met with as accident
which had inflicted a jagged cut ir her
th in.
"'My good looks are ruined for life,'
she gasped, as she sank into a chair.
"I bound up her chin and assured her
that she would be all tight tat few days.
"Won will be even better looking than
before,' I said to her.
"She smiled faintly sad went away.
rwo weeks later she returned. The
Wound had healed and In its place tlere
was a very becoming scar, which took
the form of a dimple.
"'I am delighted,' said she. 'for I em a
thousand times better looking than I
was before'
"It is the style now to have • dimpled.
sincere. beseeching look; sad it Is the
fashion to look rather grave Instead of
arch. This glees the beauty makers a
stunt to perform In the dimple line, bat
up to date there have been many suc-
cesses and so casualties reported.
"In Paris hey ars making dimpleole7
electricity. They take an electric IL -
strualent and press it into the Seale
without. however, breaking the aids.
Then they tura on the current
"There Is a mild shock. They re
peat this again and again, always mak-
ing the dent deeper, until after a time
the flesh has formed a habit. There to
a dimple In the chin.
"This Is only useful for the chin, and
It would hardly work in the ease of the
cheek, which is too hard to be treated is
this way.
"Where sheet dimples are desired
there is • more-cempikated process. We
begin by replacing lost teeth.
"After you have plumped out the fao
you win Meow'r that there are dimples
In the cheeks. Make your cheeks plump
ard somehow there will appear the
magic twinkling spots.
'There should be dimples on the handl
as well as on the face. To be alluvia'
hands must lie idly on your lap. They
must be whine sod fat, and there must
be a row of dimples along the knuckles
"They look more youthful if there are
no rings at all. Rings somehow make
the hands look aid. They are like Isere
and elaborate dress. They add to are%
nes
"Ifb be pretty you mnst have niot
teeth. They must be white and rove
and there meat be no gold visible. Then
you must have a pair of very red its.
"White lips mean a poor cirraiaflon.
and narrow lips mean a had disposition
and a habit et compressing tbe mouth
You must have a fine, smooth skin.
which can be obtained by treating the
skin every sight with • good skin food,
and yes must have a pair of clear. soil
Km-
'Tao eyebrows must be niee. If one is
to be good looking, and to make them
beautiful one 'Duet treat them every
night with an eyebrow grower. The
Japanese have very nice eyebrows, but
they devote a great leal of time to them.
'The face should be slightly oval
shaped, something like an egg, with the
mall part of the egg at the chin. Look
at your lace and sea If it Is egg shaped.
"If it Is roun8 you must reduce it a
tittle. If it is square you must massage
along the lines of the chin to take away
those square lines. If it is long and nar-
row you must plump it out.
"And don't forget that you must have
dimples, for dimples are the style this
year, and you cannot be a pretty woman
without them."
Tips in Department Stores.
The tipping evil is growing In New
York, despite the discussion aroused by
the new law aimed at purchasing agents.
The latest chum to demand tips are clerks
In department stores. According to as
experienced shopper, the woftillt• WWI
does not recognize and satisfy the itch-
ing palm of the girl who waits ea herwill obtain poor service in some stores.
Akin to this is the store "gran" on uttetz
many clerks figure as a regular addtuee
to their income. This Le the elms,* leftaver from purchases at odd priest, siebas 61.48, 1,67. etc. Psually It onlysueonain to two Or three cents, but very
many worms give the ostler WU et$1.76. and go away without waiting forthe change. This often amounts to •considerable sum in.the course of a day.Sometimes it even amounts to "whitemoney." as silver is called, *ad addsmaterially to the deem takings.
----Chirtatinas Chards.
Although the fleet Christmas cardwas made in 1846, very few were senttin the year 1862. Then the fashioncame In of sending cards the size of
visiting cards, inscribed simply with







Queen & Crescent Route
"Florida Limited'—Leaving Louis-
ville at 8 a. m. daily cuuhects at
Danville, Ky., with solid train of
Pullman sleepers and vestibuled
coaches via Chattanooga ahtl Atlanta,
arriving at Jacksonville at 8:50 a.
m. and Si, Augustine to a. m. next
day, without change. Dining car
serves all uscaie ea teeth
"Florida Special"—Leaving Louis-
ville 743 p. in., carries observation
sleeper daily except Sunday, Louis-
ville to St. Augustine, without
cbange via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
arriving at Jacksonville at 8:30 9.
m. and St. Augustine at to p. rn.
next day. From Danville this is
solid train of drawing room sleepers,
composite car, observation car. etc.
Dining car serves all meals en route.
Via the "Land of the Sky"—Pull-
man sleeper leaves Louisville at 7:45
p. m. daily, running through to
Knoxville, where connection is made
at 9:35 •. m. with through sleeper
to Jacksonville, via Asheville, Co-
lumbia and Savannah, arriving at
Jacksonville at 9 s. m.
Winter Tourist Tickets
Good returning until May 310, ate
now on sale at low rates.
Variable Tours
Going via Asheville and "Land cot
the Shy" and "Sapphire Country'
and returning via Atlanta and Chat-
tanooga or vice versa.
For the "Land of the Sky," "Wise
ter Homes," rather handsomely il-
lustrated booklets, folders, rates, etc.,
address any agent of the Southern
Railway or C. H. Huttgerford, D.
P. A., Louisville, Ky., G. B. Allen,
A. G. P. A., St. Louis, W. C.







Splendid Reproduction, in Sixteen sf
Tiara, of a Celebrated Painting.
Every pest—. who sena one dol-
lar to pay for a year's subscription tothe Twice-a-Week Republic, of St.
Louis, Mo., and Farm Progress, will
receive, absolutely free, a beautiful
colored picture, se by 12 inches in
diesewsions, entitled n'be Departure
of the Bride from the Home of
Washington." This picture is a
direct reproduction from the cele-
brated painting by Ferris. Sixteen
colors were employed in the process.
It is made on a fine, heavy paper, and
will make, when framed and hung,
a 'magnificent ornament for the home,
it poosesses an uncommon interest to
every American, as the central figure
in it is George Washington, standing
at the portal of his Virginia home,
bidding adieu to he bride and bridge-
groom. The color work is highly or-
nate and correct in every detail, as
are the character representations,
costumes, etc.
The Twice-s-Week Republic is the
&test and best semi-weekly family
paper in the country, and Farm Prog-
ress, which is also published by The
Repoblie, is be fastest-growing farm
monthly in America. Remember,
thee you get both of these splendid
journals an'entire year, and the beau-
tiful big colored picture, all for only
one dollar.
Present subscribers may take ad-
vantage of this offer, by sending a
dollar and having their time marked
up a year. The Republic hereby
gives notice that this offer may be
withdrawn at any time, and those
who ,wish the picture should send in
subscriptions at once.
Remit by postoffice or express
money order, registered letter or
bank draft. Do not send personal
cheeks. Write names and addresses
plainly, and address.
SUBSCRIPTION a A RTM EJNYT.
The -Republic. St. Louis, Mo.
d.r,..esememmr•





Rooms z, s and Register Bon.
isga gse r-a Broadway.
Practke in an the courts el die
state. Both olsones sr.
 ..-4111111















nmu======1, „ FRESCO WALLS
Bascom 1 Of CHAMBER
Larsen in a letter to Mr. McCarthy
yesterday asks that be be granted one
more chance in Cairo, saying that be
would rather play here for fun than
any other place at $15o per month.
Andrew talk straight and he may
IP yet be seen in a Cairo outfield.
IHolycross has offered to buy his
release from Cairo and the offer has
been accepted.
.Cairo's pitching staff consists of
Oscar Way, Jake Grinstead, C. P.
Hatch, "Farmer" Lane, Guy Wood
ring and two others. The first four
are. well known and will easily set
the pace in the Kitty.
There is not a man on the Cairo
0, team outside the pitching staff that is
under 5 fret to inches up to 6 feet 2
inches in height and weighing from
175 to aoo pounds. It looks as if
the team may be called the "Giant
Rats."—Cairo BWIetin.
.4 Oh, rats!
Cairo will look like a lot of mic2
when Padmah gets through with 'em.
Manager Lloyd will attend the
sdhesfole meeting Sunday at Centralia
and will take a first-class schedule
with him that has been prepares& by
a Paducah man. It is good with the
exception that be has too many holi-
day games here, but it can be
changed.
Berryhill has forwarded the con-
tracts of Clyde Holmes. a pitcher, of
Hillsboro. Ina., to work for the Hy-
phens and Winfield Pickering, an out
fielder. The latter is a brother of
011ie Pickering of Olney, formerly
with La Joie's bunch.—Mattooe Star.
'Wle learned through F. M. lienke,
proprietor of the Park hotel, that
1 Mlanager Berrybill has landed an-
other pitcher in the person of Char-
ley Nields, the star pitcher of the In-
dianapolis Conwnerrcial league, who
won the pennant for his team two
consecutive seasons. He is reliable
perfectly coolheaded with the base4
full, and, is above all, strictly sober.
ARTIST M'CONINELL WANTS
COMMITTEE TO LET HIM
DICI IT.
Probabilities Are Nothing Will Be
Done This Year About City
Hall Addition.
It is probable that sometime this
spring Mr. Alex McConnell, the
painter and artist will paint and
frcsco •the- walls • and -eeilin of --411e
city 'ball general assembly chamber,
which is in a very bad condition at
present in this respect. He has
made propositions to the proper coin
ivittees from the municipal legisla-
tive boards, and the matter willodoubt
less be laid before the full board
shortly.
For several years past the roof of
the city hall leaked during a rainfall
and the dirty water trickled down
the walls and through the ceiling of
the assembly chamber. This has
kept a filthy condition of affairs in
ais regard for a long while. The
boards realized it would be useless
to fresco and paint the walls and
ceiling unless the roof was fixed so
it would not leak, therefore nothing
ems ever done. Now though, the roof
has been fixed, all the broken slate
blocks being taken out and replaced
with new ones which closed the aper
tures through which the water flow-
ed, Now there being no further dan
ger in this respect the walls and ceil
log will be painted and put in nice
condition. At present it is a dis-
grace to let a stranger see the in-
'side of the room.
The boards have for a year or two
agitated the question of putting eith-
e ran addition to the city hall or
building another story to the struc-
ture, but as the present republican
authorities are trying in every con-
ceivable way to get along on as lit-
tle money as possible, they are cut-
A compkIe line-np for the season ting out many•of the needed improve
is given: Catchers, Quiesser. Shaw ;I ments in trying to make a good rec-pitchers, Saltzmursh. Mlaxwell, 1:14c-,tord as being an economical adminis-Donald, Thomas, Williams and But- tration. For this reason theyler; first base, Wills; second base, do nothing this year about theOeConnel. Fleming, 'Mentzer; third
base. Hankey, Parker; outfielders,
41113cGinnis, Nichols, Fleming, Cohart,
W'Burroughs, Lacey, Kenalezer, Jen-
kins; shortstop, Spencer, Yonngblood
and Blosser.—Denville Democrat.
In Bert Hass. Padricah has on of
the shiftiest first basemen ever seen.
A little weak: with the stick, but my
011 bow he can dig 'env out of the
ground and cover territory. Hass
was with Sydney, Ohio, under Harry
Eichler in teioa. At Anderson. Ind.,
with the Central and Wapenetka.
Ohio, in 1903. At Springfield and
Dayton in lepos, finishing hut season
with the National Cash Register team
of Dayton. Bert played six games in
Cairo in 1902 with Sydney. Paducah
-.Ali not feel the loss of Gilligan and
is to be congratelated on securing
Haim—Cairo Bulletin.
Indianapolis, lea. Illarch 7
C. Wiggam, a crack Indianapolis
catcher, has resigned for this season
with the (Paducah. Ky..) club, of
the K. J. T. leagtsc Wiggem caught
for the Newport (Ark.) team last
• season and led that organization with
ge batting average of 367. He has
"formerly played vrittt amatent clubs
of this city and ma& an enviable rec-
ord behind the bat. Wigwam also
received an offer from the Davenport
(Ia.) club., of the Three-I league, and
one from the fa-mettle Altoona (Pa.)
outlaw team. Wiggeni tills the place
left by Grover Land, now with the
Toledo A. A. club.
Catcher Schissell Signs.
Schissell, 'former catcher for th•
Shelbyville Grays, has signed with




'Arthur Quiesser will leave the last
of the month for Danville, where
-with get into shape for Aire open-
ing of the season in the K. I. T.
league. Quiesser played last season
in The Western association, and was
one of the best backetope in the
league. /le betted around the 300
marki and fielded with the same high
average.. Quiesser for a number of
years 'played on the Indianapolis Re-
serves.—Indianapolis Star.
Itemise City Democrats Names R. L.
Gregory, Grocer, for Mayor.
Kansas City, Me., March O.—
EFRObert L. Gregory, a wholesal gro-
'ceryman of this city, was nominated
for inayor over William T. Keltypel.
a grain dealer, in the democratic
primaries Mt. Gregory has waged
his catrepaign on a platform favoring
cheaper gas and no extension of any
franchises mithont compensation'.
The supreme court of Missouri
has affirmed the death sentence im-
fosed on Oliver P. McCarver. of
Farmington, fbr the murder of Har-





. J. YODER, WHITE, AND ED
RilLY, COLORED, FINED FOR
SCRAPPING.
Tom Carr, Tom young and James
Green Charged With Robbing
Jahn Isbell.
Yesterday morning in the police
court Ai. J. Yoder, white, was fined
$1 and costs by Judge Sanders fot
engaging in a tight with Ed Ray, a
negro. at Yoder's saloon on South
Tcnth street. He struck kay, who
himself was fined $5 and costs fo?
striking and causing -Si Wiley, col-
ored.
There. was dismIseed the warrant
against •Tom Russell, who was
caught climbing -up a fire escape at
The Kentucky.
W. M. Parker was tined $io and
costs'r threatening C. Williams.
Tom M. Carr, Tom Young and
James Green, white, were up on the
charge of robbing John Isbell, de-
cripied aged man who suffers from
paralysis. lie walks with a stick and
claims the trio robbed him of about
S's out about the Union depot.. This
warrant against them was continued
a. was the one charging the trio
wit} being drunk and disorderly.
Will Taylor was fined $50 and
costs for whipping his wife several
days ago, when he was allowed to
go home from the city !Pickup after
his trcifhings Tie had been doing
time for another offense when given
the few hours' liberty to go home.
He gave his wife a thrashing.
There was dismissed the warrant
charging the Home Telephone com-
pany with planting pole; in the alley
ng • fumy Nititlf M. TWA., and'
between Clay and Trimble streets.
Ie. developed they had procured per-
mits to put up the poles.
Eugene Butler was fined $t and
costs for being drunk.
FINE IMPOSED.
Louisville, Ky., March 8.—Alex
Stith, a saloonkeeper at Preston and
College streets, charged vAth alPbw-
ing the operation of a crap table on
premises under his control, was tried
in the 'Criminal court and found
guilty. His fine was fixed at $2so.
CARBON PAPER, TYPEWRIT
ER PAPER AND STENOGRAPH-
ERS' NOTE BOOKS, THE HIGH-
EST QUALITY AT WHOLESALE
PRICES PADUCAH STAMP
AND STENCIL CO., 423 BROAD-
WA?. 01411, TIM
—
NON-VOTE Rb .sRE MANY.




livery one of the 45 stoles has •
different law as to voting, and the pro
visions of them election lawa operate
to exclude from the suffrage 12 one
state those who retain it In another.
Thus, Florida excludes "idiots and
duellists." the two classes being ale
pareatly included u one.
New Hampshire mindes paupers,
defining them as those who are re•
lieved from paying taxes at their own
request. Rhode Island groups paupers
and lunatics together. Washington
excludes Indians. but not Chinamen:
Oregon excludes Chinamen, but not fn.
diens. Maine includes "Indians and
paupers" in one category, and Michi-
gan includes Indians and duellists.
Texas has a sweeping provision. It
Includes "idiots, paupers, lunatics,
United States soldiers, seamen and
marines." The purpose of this provi-
sion is to prevent soldiers of army
posts in Texas from voting there if
they hail from other states, and Ls
sot a reminder of the reconstruction
parioa. for Indiana and Ohio have the
Name provision of law.
California excludes idiots, Chineee,
the insane, and those found guilty of
felony, making no distinction between
the four classes. Idaho excludes big-
amists and polygamists, but Utah has
no mach provision. South Dakota ex-
cludes those convicted of tram*. and
North Dakota has a like provision,
though prosecutions for treason in
these two rintes are practleally un-
known. Mississippi groups together
In the excluded class "persons who
have not paid their taxes and big-
am isU."
Michigan excludes the "seconds" at
duels and Minnuote Indians "lacking
customs of civilisation." Tennessee
raises no qualifications as to sanite
and Wisconsin exclude* those who bet
on elections in that state.
'INNOVATION IN COSMETICS
Cream of Golden-Brown 'Used to
Lend the Appearanoe of
Sunburn.
'it is • new idea," said the per
fttmer. "I began it by way of a joke.
It is selling like hot cakes."
He rubbed a little of the odd cream
on the back of his hand, and lo, his
white, soft hand was as brown as a
W. have become such an ont-ot
door people." be said, "that a fine gold.
brown sunburn is more highly prised
by us than the most delicate rose and
Illy bloom.
"With this Idea in mind, I expert,
monied till I found a harmless cream
that would give tido effect perfectly of
a gold-brown sunburn, and that would
disappear gradually, in a week or twa,
as real sunburn does.
1 pet this cream on the market
Trom the start It eel, tremendously.
Men and women alike buy it. And It
Is bought not only by the clerk or
stenographer, who never gets out in
Use sun. bet often by the rich Idler,
whose life ts altogether an onen-str
one, since the latter very frequently
sunburn* in an ugly way—an Inflamed
scarlet skin, blisters, peeling—and my
preparation changes all tut giving;
him the only sunburn that is worth
while, the gold-brown one.
"Where! sell one jar of skin bleach
I sell two of this gold-brown sunburn
ASHAMED OF THEIR HABIT
Clay-Eaters of North Carolina Have
Acquired a Vicious
Taste.
"Tb. clay-eaters am hardy, but pale
The clay is a deep yellow, with t
smooth, sweet taste, something like yet
low jack molasses candy."
The etheriologist had just returnee
from North Carolina, where he had beer
studying the famous colony of clay.
eaters.
"They are all of English descent," no
eontinued. "and they talk with
=irked English accent They area lib
tle ashamed of their habit. They deo;
It at first to strangers. But this sham,
soon disappears.
"The clay is eaten raw, cut into mum
cakes. Sometimes It is breaded, an(
served with molasses or maple sirup
Sometimes, again, it is mixed wIU
sweet potatoes In a pudding.
"I tried It The taste was Bickel:11ns
to me. I Could no more have eaten tilt
loathsome stuff than I could have eaten
a plug of chewing tobacco.
"The clay is found near the mineral
streams. They ate It first from hunger,
due to crop failures. But they eat it nye
as the Chinese eat opium, bemuse thej•
have formed a vicious Mote for it.
'For Obliiiirs
He—Was your charity entertainment
aunceinful
She—Splendid. We had a royal time,
all our pictures in the Mk a. an
everybody said we did just lovely. We
took in $2,000. too.
•"rbpn I suppose you cleared quit* •
nice sum for the hospital."
"Well—act exactly. You see, the ex-
penses were very heavy and after the
costumes and the carriage hire, and
the Bowers and the banquet to the per,
formers were all paid for, it left only
about 880 for the hospital. But every-
body said it was a big success."—Bal
Unsure American.
Between the Eyes.
"It will be soon enough. Miss °wine
tile, if I return this book the nest UMW
I call, won't it?"
e "Why, certainly, Mr. Feathertop
There's no burry about it. Any tints
W111210 the next au s months tri/I
Chicago Tribune.
WAS ATTACHED TO DOG.
Singular Surgical Operation That Re-
stored the Use of a
Man's Leg.
Orating the bone from a dog's let
onto the leg of a man, to replace somt
five inches of bone that had been re
moved, and so saving to the man hit
leg, was the remarkable surgical feat
performed by a local surgeon. It was
the first recorded came of grafting upon
the human bone the bone of one of the
lower animals, says the San Francisco
Chronicle.
The patient, a Swede, 45 years old,
had fallen about 12 feet to the pave-
ment, causing a compound fracture of
the right leg near the ankle. The
fracture resisted treatment, and in the
course of time five inches of bone were
removed. It seemed that the only
thing left was amputation. The sur-
geon determined to attempt to graft
the bone from the foreleg of a dog to
tae sawed-off end of the leg bone or
the man. A small black and tan dog
was selected for the experiment, placed
under ether, and his leg prepared. The
ends of the bones of the man and the
dog were united by silver wire, and
the dog and man fastened rigidly to-
gether in a plaster cast. The report
says:
"The man suffered very little pain
or inconvenience except for two or
three days, during which the dog was
restless and would attempt to move.
The more the dog would move the
more pain was inflicted upon the man.
The dog soon realized this, so that A
was not necessary after the fourth day
to give the dog morphine to keep him
quiet. The dog ana the man became
very much 'attached' to each other.".
Five weeks later the bones had knit-
ted firmly and the dog was removed by
sawing off his leg. The other end of
„the,,nesv bone was united to the man's
bone without difficulty. Six month's
after the union the thin bone from the
dog's leg had grown and developed al-
most to the also of the original bone in
the man's leg. The man walks with
• cane, but can get along without it if
111:101111017.
TRICK OF COLLEGE GIRL.
Shoe Clerk Divulges the Scheme by
Which She Gets Matinee
Money,
"What's a fellow going to do about
it, anyway?" exclaimed a Boston shoe
clerk the other day, says the Shoe Re-
tailer. "It beats me. Here comes in
Mies College Maid, and she is as fas-
cinating as she can be. She picks oet
a five-dollar pair of shoes as perfectly
lovely,' and 'won't we charge them up
to pa?' which we certainly will do,
because 'pa'. has notified us that 'his
credit ie '0. K.' and is at his daugh-
ter's disposal.
"But next day in comes Miss College
Maid with her shoes in a box under
her arm. She would 'really like to look
at those $8.50 shoes,' and she finally
buys them. 'And won't we give her
the change back,' she says with a
smile that will tilt most men from
their balance.
"Of course, if a man made such a
proposition we'd call the police, but
we're apt to bow to the Miss College
Maid with the smile, and hand over
the $1.50 to her, as if she had asked
for only • pair of extra shoe strings.
Then while Miss College Maid trots off
to the matinee to spend our $1.60 we
ruzzle our heads as to whether we
have been buncoed or whether we have
buncoed 'dad,' although, to be sure,
we charge it to his account.
"And if a fellow once falls a victim
to the wiles of Miss College Maid be
aeon learns that she needs a new pair
of -shoes about every time a matinee
idol comes along."
Volcano Creates Earthquake.
A remarkable example of the close
connection of volcanoes and earth-
quakes was observed by the early Span-
ish settlers in San Salvador. When the
water In the crater lake of Ilopango rose
above a certain level earthquake shocks
always followed. So they cut a channel
to allow the escape of the water and to
prevent its rising in the crater. And for
100 years there was no earthquake in
that district. Then the precaution was
neglected, the water rose in the crater
and present:y a violent earthquake
shook the country. At the same time
the lake was blown out by a volcanic
eruption.
Japan's Chemical Works.
Japan has 840 factories wherein pro-
fessional chemists are employed. Tao
of them employ over 500 workpeople.
the others range from 30 up. In the 840
are included gas works, paper works.
zeranlic and lacquer works. Sugar fac-
tories and breweries are not Included.
Many of them are stock companies. Of
these 76 produce pharmaceutical prod-
ucts, 95 illuminating oils. 40 matches,
50 indigo. fotr other colors, four gas and
six incense Japan's chemical indus-
try employs 38,591 workmen.
match factories there are five w
operatives to each man. Some fac
rata 12 hours, but most of them ly
ten, Men's wages Restage 14 cen
women's ten cents a day.
A 
Height in Trench Army.
Sincg the law of 1901 there has been
no limit of height for a French soldier;
dwarf or giant, all must 'Wye. Before
that time the limit was only Eve feet one
Inch. Yet the average height was not
yet run down to that of Napoleou's
"grande armee" in its last years and not
IOW ago it was above that of the Ger-
man army measured as a whole.
— --
Never Twice Alike.
"Think It over again, Nanette, before
you refuse me."
"Why should I consider yo proposal
twice?"




Telling Him About itt
"Charley, dear," said Oland Mrs. 'Ti,'
tins, "I am very muCh afraid that you
Interest in sports Is having • demoral-
ising influence on your grammar!"
He looked at her apprehensively.
"When the home team won that game
you sate they fielded well."
"Did I?"
"Yes. And of course what you meant
Charley, dear, was that they felt well,
wasn't it?"




Clara—I have not seen Mr. Nicefello
with you lately.
Maud—He is practicing at the boat
club.
"I did not know he cared for rowing."
"He doesn't, but he joined a crew, to
please me."
"To please you?"
"Yes. I thought' rowing would
strengthen his arms."—N. Y. Weekly.
The Wind-Up.
He—Hello, old man. I understand
that after graduating at Yale you
spent six years among the German
medical universities.
Him—And two in London.
He—Well, well! I suppose you're
through with study now'?
Him—No; I'm Just beginning a
three weeks' course on operating a
trolley car.—Chicago Sun.
Sure Sign.
GiMe—Well, you'll be losing your little
girl soon. See her out often with young
Smithere.
Splaks—Oh, just a boy and girl
friendrhip. Won't come to anything.
Giffle—Don't fool yourself. They spend
all their time looking in the windows of
furniture stores.:—Chicago Sun.
Satisfied.
"Did you read my novel, Criticus?"
"Well, I read as far as the chapter
where the hero was shot, and then I
quit."
"Oh, but the hero recovers in the next
chapter."
"I was afraid be would. That's why
I quit."—Cleveland Leader.
Still in the Land of the Living, ,
Terrence McGraw-01 saw Nomh
O'Toole lasht wake *id a black band on
her ar-rum. Faith. an' 01 didn't know
she had loeht her husband.
Pat McGinnis—Begobs! an' it mush%
be some other relative, fer 01 joost met
her not an hour ago wid her eye In
rnournin'."—Judge.
Exactly So.
"What, then?" asked the professor, 'la
the exact difference between logic and
sophistry?"
"Well," replied the bright student, 'It
you're engaged in a controversy it's just
the difference between your line of argu-
ment and the other fellow's."—Phila-
delphia Press.
Done with Labor.
No, Innitt doesn't work at all now."
"You don't say? Why, when I knew
him he seemed to be a young man with
considerable push."
"All that's changed now. He's s
'young man with considerable pull,' and
doesn't have to work."—Philadelphia
Press.
Desirable Airs.
Miss Romanz—You don't appear or,
care much for music. Don't you
like the popular airs?"
Miss Hunter—No. The only populist
air with me is the millionaire."—Tit.
Hits.
Above the Seeing Line.
He—hid you get a good slew from the
top of the mountain?
She—No; we could see nothing at all





"Does your mother still keerr summer
bus rders?"
**Well, she's get two that she ser.








A Nan of His Word.
Mrs. Koicker—He used to say he
s-mIld go through thick and thin foi
oier.
Mrs. Becker—Well, his excuses are
both now.— N. Y. Sun.
Voice of the People.
"I hear that old Skinflint has got re.
!Orion."
"Has be? de musbhave run across a
eh anee to cheat somebody else out of IV
--Itecord-Herald.
A Remarkable Feature.
He—I like her nose.
She—Why, it's crooked.
know It. It's Over lath, way




Will practice in all courts of Ken-
tucky.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist.)
Office. 3o6 Broadway—Phone 120,
Residence, 1113 Broadway.
Phone to.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
FLOURNOY & REEl•
LA WYERs5
ooms zo, Ix and 12, C0111111bia Bklg,
PADUCAH, KY.
Dr. B. T. Hail
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers, tie
Nort hFifth, Both Phone 355.
Residence too Clay, Old Phone 18911
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney-at-Law.




OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREGOR.
LAWYERS.
OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky,
Room fra Fraternity Building.
New Phone 114. Old Phone 303,3.
11. 1. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE Imo NORTH FITTII
TELEPHONES








Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building,







Highest price paid for second-hand
Sto-Ves aqd
Ftirr2ittule.
Buy anything and sell everything.
exil-aao Court street. Old phone 1311.
Clem Fraasioli




EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT.





Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 3o6 Broadway.
EXCURSION
St. Louis and Tennessee River Poet.
et company—the cheapest and best
excursion out of Paducah.
$&00 for the Round
Trip to leoiessee river
aud return.
It is a trip of pleasure,, comfort
and rest; good service, g table,
gocd rooms, etc. Boats •e each
Wednesday end Saturday 3 p. m.
For other information apply to Jas.
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Too many ind goods to carry
orer—must sell these. Prices are be-
,.*Tr
low cost..*A 
3 25c cans pitted Honey
ries for 
Dew Cher-
2 25c cans Hcney Dew Blackber-
ries for  ac
3 35c C2112 Honey Dew Bartlett
Pears for ipc
iitC0. Cala, eita reas . 25c
3 isc cans Sifted E. J. Peas for 25C
2 soc cans Extra Sifted Peas for 25c
3 15c cans Green Gage Plums for 25c
3 Isc cans Urns Beans for 
3 15c cans Mince Meat for 
2 ISC tans Red or Black Rasp-
berries for  25c
3 20e cans Table Peaches for  soc
3 t- L. cans Baked sew 00, To-
mato Sause for-' '• • • -toe
4
cans 1/$ oil Aitiesican
for
lbs. Prunes for  
Sardine;
CONTRACT CLOSED' SKIN ERUPTIONS
FOR 35 YEARS(Continued from First Page.)out by 'Mr. Rodney Davis, that his
company has a band of twelve Igor-
rotes, which they got from the
World's fair ; t St. Louis year before
last. These climinutive men and wo-
men are right fromthe jungles of
Darkest Africa, and always prove
the greatest c ;rd the carnival people
heve, just like they did at the St.
Louis exposition, where they were
seen by hundreds of Paducahans
who found th.in a subject for aspen
study and inte:est.
MT. Haas mothers another of their
attractions that draws strongly is the
Ligh diving act, at which time the
daie-devil diver- Plunges into -a basin
oi water from the top of his ladder
which is 25 feet higher than any
other diver ever attempted.
Next ,Wednes lay the carnival peo-
ple here will l• '4 another gathering
at the hotel, : • time they
choose the res;..,.:,e committees who
are to assist in arranging the festi-
val.
It has been decided to help the
Confederate monumeet fund as much
as possible this wing and in reach-
ing this conclusion the carnival peo-
ple will shortly notify the Daughters
of the Confederacy and the Confed-
erate veterans that the net receipts
of th first night's performance will
he donated to the fund being gotten
up for the purpose of constructing
a handsome monument to the mem-
•bry of Confe.derate men and women
.11 Lang's park on Fountain avenue.
4:r14•2 being dare it is needless to say
tl.e ground. will be unable to accom-
modate the seething throngs the
Opening night, as nothing so en-
grosses the deepest interest of the
entire community as the monument
etiestion.
The privileges to the Home of the
Friendless will h., accorded during
the week just the same as hereto-
fere.
WORLD COMMERCE
(Continued from Page One.)
wealthiest gentlemen. by Ns frugal-
ity and indefatigable .ereerg.ithaving
amassed a fortune gif ahoiff ttoo,000,
therefore if he moves away, this city
will lose quite a 'valuabk citizen. He
thinks Oklahoma offers great induce-
ments for anyone, and may decide to
remain. His trip a for prospecting
purposes.
Farnass' Institute.
Messrs, Gip Husbands,. Ed K.
Bonds and others of the McCrackenssc
I County Farmes' Institute that was
4isc organized last week have invited
Iffsdbeirt Vreciland, commisoner of
agriculture of this state, to come
down next Wednesday morning and
deliver an address to the farmers up-
on 'matters pertaining to farming and
truck gardening. Mr. Vreeiand
readily accepted, stating- ihat nothing
gave more pleasure than to attend,
and lend whatever assistance possible
15c in advancing the falrming interests
of this section. A big attendance is
25C xpec t c d at the gathering.
2 quart jars Strikium Molayea
for . .1e"  .
2 quart jars Apple Butter for ...zsc
2 quart jars Jelly—any savor for
14-oint bottles Male Syrup for
Z.6 .1/*




3 cans New York Corn for  25C
3 boxes Searchlight Matches for.. IOC
2 tbs. Fancy Head Rice 
J. racket* Table Syrup for  age
35c Parlor Browns for 20C
Dr. Hicks' Ake 6og Broadway.
Phone 699. Residence 1627 Broad-
way. Phone •r2d$0. •
See the display of carnation in our
window tot*: The "Green ones" 75
cents pet clozeit all oilier cams 50
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WALKER'S'
SARSAPELA
• $1.00 Per .
Bought Vaughan Home.
alk. Lee D. Pettit, former sheriff
of this county, has bought the Ed-
wardVaughan honsesteact on North
Seventh near Mrinroe streets. He
gave a good round figure for the
4tandsome residence, which he will
occupy during the summer, if be does
not dispose of it in the meantime.
He resides now in his home further
upon North Seventh near Harrison
street.
MADE Y,
COiiE itR. W. WAL R
„ INCORPORATED.
New Ice Plant.
Mr. H.1.T Vogel of Henderson,
Ky., ke..irarrived in the city, and ex-
pect,' a.sociate Mr. George
Norris, Jr., of- St. Louis, to get here
shortly. 'Both are connected with the
proposition to start the new ice face'
tory here, and Mr. Vogel brought his
family, which .he has installed at their
new home on Wiest Trimble street.
He says when, Mr. Morris arrives
they will -'close the -deal -for :the prop-
erty wherein wilt be established their
plant.
More Railroads.
The Nashville. Tenn., papers say
that a new road is to lee built from
Thebes to Cairo. Ill., and there con-
nect with the new linf being built
out of the Egyptian city, through
Mayfield and Mufray to Nashville
The L. & N. is in control.
New Telephone Plant.
Mr. R. E. Brigham was here yes-
terday from Mayfield where he is
supervising construction of the plant
iheing installed there by the lode-
pent telephone company. The
company will not he,--cadady—for .h isi 
hess in that city fo,- a number of
months. Mr. Brigham was aceom;
panic& by his wife and Mesdames
1)te& and McConnell, latter wives of
cosistruction managers for the con-
cern.




Drrggista, Fifth and Biwa,. I Bazaar
Beth Phones r75, ICoblis is
Milliner Moved.
,ula Cobbs has 'moved her
establishment from 415
to 329 Broadway, taking
ng left empty when The
ent out of business. Miss!
Ow getting out her spring
Suffered Severely With Eczema Alt
Over Body—Examined 15 Times
by Government Board Who Said




"For over thirty-five years I was a
0evere sufferer from eczema. The erup-
tion was not confined to any one
It was all over my buoy,
and even on my head. I am sixty
years old and an old soldier, and have
examined by the Government
Board over fifteen times, and they said
there was no cure for me. I have
taken all kinds of medicine and have
spent large sums of money for doctors,
without avail. A short time ago I
decided to try the Cuticura Remedies,
and after using two cakes of Cutieurs
Soap, two boxed of CutieursOintment,
and two bottles of Cuticura Resolvent.,
two treatments in all, I am noW Ina
and completely cured. A thousand
thanks to Cuticura. I cannot speak
too highly of the Cuticura Remedies.
John T. Roach, Riehmondale, Rom
Co., Ohio, July 17, 1905."
100,000 MOTHERS
Dally Tell Other Methers
That Cuticura Soap is the bait baby
soap in the world for clasimbui and
purifying the skin, and that Cutieura
Ointment is of priceless -nine for
soothing and healing itching, tortur-
ing, and disfiguring eruptions. A single
application of Cuticura Ointment, pre-
ceded by a warm bath with Cuticura.
Soap, gives instant relief, and refreshing
sleep for skin-tortured babies, and rest
for tired mothers. Bathe the af-
fected parts with hot water and Cuti-
curs Soap, to cleanse the surface of
cruets and scalet the thick-
ened cuticle; dry without hard rub-
bing, and apply Cuticura Ointment
freely, to allay itching and inflanuna-




line of millinery • - kb is one of the
'best lines came., in the entire
south. She vacated her old stand as
the company controlling that and the
other property beside The Palmer, is
contemplating stibSe-asing it for a
long term to capitalists to put big
storehouses on it.
LOCAL NEWS
--Yesterday a South Third street
car run over and killed the flue regis-
tered bun terrier dog owned by Mr.
Claude Oreason. _ • _
—The dancing pavilion 'at Wallsair
park has been enclosed and convert'-
en into a skating rime Many go out
each night to spend several hours,
—Mr. Luther Thomas is able to
be up after his narrow escape from
death by taking an overdose of lau-
danum to ease the pain in his back
that is sprained.
—Will Chambers and Susie Hager-
ty, colored, were arrested this morn-
ing at 1 o'clock by Officers McCune
and Wood for engaging in a fight
out in the hollow beside Gregory's
vinegar works on West Court street.
—The trustees of the public
schools have consented to the ath-
letic classes of the high school put-
ting a fence around the block of
ground the trustees bought at the
Faxon addition for a new building
to go up there. The athletic classes
will use the grounds for their events.
--T. B. Newton, a fanner of the
Benton road, was coming down
South Sixth street yesterday when
there leaped on the rear of his buggy
for a ride, John, the son of Mrs.
Biedie Campbell. Newton with his
whip ,reached around and struck the
lad across the face with enough force
to bring blood. Newton was sums
moned to appear before the police
court today for striking the lad.
Mr. Andy Kneer, the well known'
manager of the tailoring department
-at -Weillercitein'a clothing hoes* yes-
terday received word that his father
had died near Stuttgart. Germany.
The (I:Teased was a well known man
cf that vicinity. The family con-
sists of four brothers and one sister
in the old country, and Mr. Kneer
oi this city.
PERSONALS
Mir. J. L. Kilgore has returned
from a trip to Anderson, Ind
Mrs. Anna Kennedy and sister,
Mrs. Lena William's, and Earl Wil-
liams, will today go to St. Louis;
do., and Anna, Ill., for a Short visit
to friends.
Lawyer L. K.. Taylor went to
Louisville yesterday at noon on
business.
Mrs. Dr. 11f. E. Clemens, of Colum-
bus, Ohio, yesterday returned, home
after visiting the family of /%1r. G.
Z. Umbaugh.
Mrs. fr. S. Ross and children re-
turned last evening from Grant
Rivers where they have been visit-
ing for several weeks.
Ilion. John K. Hendricill and wife
.go to Smithlandetod.ay, ehe former ee
come back next Alionday.
Rev. Joseph B. Sears, of Crockett,
Texas, went home yesterday after
visiting his son, Dr. Carl Sears.
Mr. Lloyd Baker is here for a visit
from Mayfield.
Deputy U. S.
Brown went to Lyon
day.
Dr. R E. Hearne
from Lebanon, Tenn.,
called by the illness
who is better.
Mr. J. W. Stokes, of So
Fourth street, tomorrow goes to Lett
Angeles, Cal., to reside. His fane,
ily will follow in a month.
'Mr. Andy Nickel's and family
Smithland, rave moved here to re
side.
;Miss Susie Palmer is visiting he
sister, Mrs. Webb White, of Cairo.
Mr. Fred McKnight, the timber
man, is here from Memphis, Tenn.
Lawyer J. Dennis Mocquot is in
Frankfort, Ky., on business.
Dr. Sydney Smith Monday goes to
Mt. Carmel, Ill., to attend the semi-
annual meeting of the Wabash di-






of his fat 'r
Ladies of the Heine Mission so.
ciety of the Broadway Inthodist
church will have a sale of cakes and
candies Saturday at L. B. Ogilvie's.
MISS ZULA COBBS• HAS
MOVED HER laILLI NERY
STORE FROM 415 BROADWAY
TO THE BUILDING FORISTALY
OCCUPIED BY THE BAZAAR,
AT 329 BROADWAY, WHERE
SHE CORDIALLY INVITES HER
FRIENDS TO CALL AND SEE
HER. SHE HAS RECEIVED
AND IS NOW SHOWING ALL
THE NEW AND UP-TOIDATE'
NOVELTIES OF SPRING RE-
MEMBER THE NUMBER,
B ROADWAY.
PAY FARE OR WALK
329
- IF THIF ONE GOSS-
t/Wpithington, Mareh Rans-
den keel-pass bill was reported in
amended form to the entire houst
committee on judiciary by a sub-
committee and was made a special
order for Friday morning, when the
full committee considered :t.
'The bill prevents all federal offi-
cers from accepting railway or Pull-
man car passes, and also forbids
their acceptance of franks from tele-












Davis Island Dam, 6.8; falling.
St. Louis, 19.1; falling.
Mt. Vernon, 23.7; falling.
Paducah, 25.5; rising.
At 5 e'clock this afternoon there
will get away for the Tenneseee
river the steamer. Kentucky. She
comes back next Thursday.-
Tbe Buttorffe will leave Nashville
today, Are here tomorrow and lli;c
until' Monday morning before depart
ing for Clarksville.
This morning at 8 o'clock the Dick
Pewter goes tap Cairo and C011144,
back tonight about IL
The Joe Fowler went to Evans-
vi / " yesterday and cooling back to-
m stow lays until Monday morning
before skiving out on her return
thet way. -'
The John S. Hopkins comes in
this inori)ng from Evansville and,
leaves oil her return that way im-
mediately and then does not come
back until next Tuesday.
The Stacker Lee goes down today
und from Cincinnati to Memphis.
The Peters Leer goes up tomorrow
It for Cincinnati from Memphis.
hi Saltillo will today pass out oft
c Tennessee *river for St. Louis.
1.0"he City of Savannah went 'up
yeeterdiy for the Terme:see riseer
from St. Louis.
ladies of the Home Missio-• so-
ciety of the Broadway Methodist
church will have a sale of cakes and
candies Saturday at L. B. Ogilvie's.
__On the return 'of Dr. J. Q. Tay
lot from his mouth's tour through
the West he will select the stand-
ing committees for this year for tIst
Cbess, Cher and Whist club. He
is the pres rit and was out of the
city whew re-elected at the meeting
last nday night.
WANTS
FOR SALE—A good grocery
stock'. I..ocated in 3 good part of
the city. Beason for selling, change
of business..
Address. Box S. S. Padocah, Ky
FOR RENT—Eight-room brick
residence in Wrest End, with bath.
etc. Apply to L. S. DuBios.
-LAKEN UP—Stray mouse colored
mule, three years old, very Poor •
Taken up three miles out on Bland-
vine road. Ring old phone iota'
FOR RENT—Front room, furnace
Meat, 510 Wastingran St., Tekpliose
1832.
WA NT E t once, good cook
Good' 'home and wages to right per-
son. None but good cook need ap-
ply. . Sas South Fourth street. •
BALDWIN PIANO
Scientifically Constructed and -
....of the Highest Excellence....
C
It Appeals to the Artistic aid Cultured Class and
Is a "Leader" for the dealer.
et.
-1): H. BAI...-DWIN &CO. —
W. T. MILLER, Agent.











By Smith and DeKoven,
so—Company of —5o
Primes: 23, 55, so, 755Z and $1.50





Come and hear the vocalists sing the•
latest ballads
Come and see the funny end: mom
Hear the quartette.
Bike the funny sketch entitled "King-
of the Philippines."
PRICES--asc to St oo.
It pays to buy the best
watch you can Ward.
Anyone can ad'
lord a good wntcli
at the prices we
sell our goods. We
have no watches
at any price that
we can'tguarantee
to keep good time.
Let us show you..
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